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camp chair
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of a new type of
camping where
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the norm, brands
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style and tech.
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MAKE EVERY RUN
AN ADVENTURE

Versatility, comfort and allure combined for the full-blown experience.
Step out of your routine, connect with your surroundings and rediscover the joy of running.

#SONICPRO

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
Popticals / Popgun Using a patented
design featuring the FL2 Micro-Rail System,
Popticals “pop-out” sunglasses compact
down to fit inside a small, durable case.
(The lenses are able to slide in parallel to
each other when stored.) The flagship style
for the brand showcases a design ethos of
“providing premium performance without
sacrificing portability.” This innovation allows
outdoor enthusiasts to have premium sports
sunglasses in a portable, convenient case
wherever they go. MSRP $169.

Portable performance

Baffin / Chaos This lightweight work boot has a
waterproof leather upper with a breathable membrane and
features a patented HexFlex rubber outsole that is oil- and
acid-resistant and has a super-slip-resistant tread as well
as an aluminum toe and non-metallic safety plate. Stabilizer
inserts bolster the arch construction, a polyurethane
midsole cuts the weight; a comfort-crafted insole provides
energy return and absorption; and a breathable Hydro-Wick
lining aims to keep feet cool and dry. MSRP $165.

Waterproof/breathable

Nimble hikers

Easy slide-on

Scarpa / Moraine Plus GTX The versatile hiker comes in a package
that the brand says needs zero break-in time. Full-grain nubuck leather
provides support and trail protection. A stretch fabric tongue, inspired by
Scarpa’s Sock-Fit construction, and the same stretch fabric around the
ankle collar is designed to provide a plush and responsive fit. It includes
Gore-Tex for waterproof protection, a protective toe rand and a nimble
weight at 16.4 ounces per shoe. MSRP $165.

Minnetonka / Daisy The Daisy from Minnetonka
has an easy slide-on design. It features the classic
Minnetonka double layer fringe and suede lacing
details that wrap the foot in comfort and style.
It is available in Brown and Taupe. MSRP $59.95.
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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

Finds the waves
Compact purifier

Multiple ports

Eureka / Spire LX Eureka is expanding its outdoor gear collection with the introduction
of camp stoves this year. Eureka’s Spire LX features patent-pending Jetlink accessory
port technology that enables campers to connect multiple Eureka!/Jetboil stoves via
one port, using a common fuel source to power multiple stoves. The Spire LX’s simmer
feature incorporates Jetboil’s award-winning valve technology for consistent temperature
regulation. MSRP $149.95.
8 • Outdoor Insight • July 2015

Autoseal technology

PA / Pure The Potable Aqua (PA) Pure Electrolytic Water Purifier
incorporates patented technology that utilizes a simple brine solution (salt
and water) to create a powerful mixed-oxidant disinfectant capable of
purifying even the dirtiest water. The highly compact device inactivates
viruses, bacteria, Giardia and Cryptosporidium, killing 99.9 percent of all
organisms without the need to pre-filter or pump. MSRP $99.99.

Freestyle / Shark Tooth This new watch combines real-time
surf, tide and weather data for thousands of locations across
the globe with the added benefit of activity tracking and camera/
music controls for a smartphone. The Shark Tooth geo-locates
with the nearest beaches in Wavetrak’s global network of surf
forecasting data. MSRP $120.

Avex / Recharge
The Autoseal
ReCharge is
the new version
of the brand’s
Highland thermal
mug. This product
offers Autoseal
technology, an
easy clean lid,
a spout cover
to keep germs
out, a bolt lock
to prevent spills,
a bottom pad, a
button overmold
for better gripping
and a reservoir
drinking interface
— preferred for hot
beverages.
MSRP $27.99
(16 ounces);
$29.99 (20 ounces).

outdoorinsightmag.com

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

Stretch technology

Carhartt / Flame Resistant Rugged Flex Jean As the name suggests, the Carhartt FR
Rugged Flex Jean combines FlexTex FR denim from Mount Vernon FR with Carhartt’s signature
Rugged Flex stretch technology to provide comfort and protection in any work environment,
while offering unique flexibility for maximum range of motion. MSRP $69.99-$74.99.

Lightweight fleece

Packable jacket

Pearl Izumi / Flash Insulator Run Jacket
Featuring the brand’s new BioViz technology
that converts invisible UV rays into visible
light, the jacket creates a glow that can be
seen up to five times farther than standard
colors. The lightweight fleece and barrier
fabric jacket, available for men and women,
insulates the core. In addition, it includes
40 grams of Primaloft Silver Insulation and
internal fist mitts to seal in warmth.
MSRP $150.

McDavid / Dual Compression Knee
Sleeve The knee sleeve integrates highperformance compression with support
tape. It provides joint support and stability
while maintaining mobility and flexibility.
Also helps relieve muscle soreness and
pain, while reducing swelling. The material
wicks sweat away from skin to prevent
chafing and rashes. MSRP $29.99.
10 • Outdoor Insight • July 2015

Ternua / Neutrino Jacket This lightweight, packable jacket is designed
for a day on the trails. The shell is made with Pertex Endurance fabric
that incorporates an ultra-thin air permeable coating that is breathable,
water and wind resistant, and provides warmth. The central and chest
pocket YKK zippers are water repellent and the jacket features elastic
cuffs, an adjustable hood with cord lock and a cord-adjustable hem.
Bluesign certified. MSRP $200.
outdoorinsightmag.com

OUTDOOREYE

Running apparel

NEW PRODUCTS

Roomy and sturdy

PahaQue / SL1200 Hammock The double
hammocks provide roominess, sturdiness and
durability not ordinarily found in lightweight
camping hammocks. PahaQue’s spreader bar
design relieves pressure on the shoulders and
upper body, as well as increasing comfort
and usable space inside the hammock.

The North Face The Men’s Ultra
Lite WP Short and Ultra Lite WP S/S
Jacket are designed for the running
market. The liner-less running short
is perfect for layering over capris or
tights in foul weather. Its length offers
additional coverage and reduces
chafing. The Ultra Lite Jacket is
waterproof, windproof and reflective.
It packs into its pocket and has an
adjustable, stowable hood. MSRP $70
(short); $150 (jacket).

MSRP $49 (single), $59 (double).

Organic nutrition

GoMacro / Thrive Bar The newest line of bars from GoMacro features
functional ingredients that target specific body systems — neurological,
digestive and cardiovascular. GoMacro was originally inspired by plant-based
farm-to-table culture at an organic family farm in Wisconsin during the early
2000s. Today the brand is distributed nationally but the food is still produced in
Wisconsin. Both the MacroBar line and new Thrive line are USDA organic, nonGMO project verified, kosher, gluten free and vegan certified. MSRP $1.99.

Lewis N. Clark / Ice Mate Cool Towels Non-toxic Cool-X fabric
in the towels helps provide hours of cooling. The towels have a
mesh side for cooling and a soft side for drying — just wet, wring,
and snap to activate. It is designed for camping, sports, fitness and
other outdoor activities. Machine washable. MSRP $13.99.

Lightweight protection

Chaos / CTR Summit
Junior Torrent Sombrero
A lightweight sun hat with a
floatable brim, the Summit
Junior Torrent Sombrero
is a waterproof, breathable
sombrero with UPF40+
performance fabric. It has
an antimicrobial and wicking
mesh liner and a wicking
sweatband. MSRP $24.99.

Cool off
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A singularity of purpose, done right in solid
titanium... is a good thing when measuring
something so scarce as time.

OUTDOORNEWS
First Dick’s/Field & Stream Combo Store Set for July Opening

New Dick’s/Field
& Stream combo
locations will enable
cross-shopping
between the two
stores via an in-store
entranceway.

D

ick’s Sporting Goods
plans to open four
Dick’s/Field & Stream
combination stores by the
end of 2015, including a first
in Mobile, AL, and another in
Columbus, OH.
Dick’s management, in
discussing the strategy during the retailer’s first quarter earnings call, said the
combo stores will enable
cross-shopping between the

two formats via an in-store
entranceway. Overall, the
retailer intends to open nine
Field & Stream doors this
fiscal year, predominantly in
the eastern U.S. from North
Carolina northward. As its
F&S business develops, the
retailer intends to drive
more of its outdoor, hunting,
fishing and camping business to the banner and use
more floor space in Dick’s

locations for higher-margin,
higher-turning merchandise
categories such as women’s,
kids’ and team sports.
Beyond Field & Stream,
Dick’s is bullish about the
future of its e-commerce
business, which continues
to grow at a rapid rate and
accounted for 8.5 percent
of first quarter revenues, or
approximately $133 million,
versus 7.0 percent or $100.7
million in the year-ago period.
That 32 percent sales growth
rate was solid enough to land
the retailer at 70th on Internet
Retailer’s Top 500 ranking and
was described as twice the
industry average. Dick’s says
it remains “on track” to put
its e-commerce business on
its own platform by January
2017, allowing the segment to
become more profitable than
its brick-and-mortar stores
within a few years.
Overall, the 612-Dick’s
store chain has seen sales
trends improve notably since
February with increases
in both traffic and average
ticket. Merchandise margins,
meanwhile, were projected to
expand in the second quarter

due to a favorable comparison
from the prior year’s
promotional environment.
Hunting is expected to be flat
for the rest of the fiscal year
before starting to grow again
in 2016. And golf, although
seen as remaining a difficult
business, generated close
to flat comparable sales in
the first quarter and the
category’s “stabilization”
continued at the start of
the second quarter as the
sport’s young PGA Tour
players and their match
play has created some
excitement for the sport.
“There is some pent-up
demand (in golf),” said Ed
Stack, Dick’s CEO. “But it is
way too early to tell what
will happen. I don’t know if
it’s going to continue, but we
were pleased with April and
May to-date.”
On the broader spectrum,
Dick’s expects to see margins
rebound in the second
quarter from the first period’s
promotional cadence, in a
trend that will likely see the
retailer “gain back what we
gave back in margin in Q1” in
the second half. — Bob McGee

Academy Sports + Outdoors Likely Prepping for IPO
Signs point to
Academy heading for
an eventual public
offering by early
2016 or sooner.

A

cademy Sports +
Outdoors, the nearly
200-door chain
that has been controlled
by investment house KKR
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since 2006, continues to
take steps that point to an
eventual initial public offering by early 2016 or sooner.
Academy, which operates
the majority of its doors in
the southeast U.S., was the
fifth-largest retailer worldwide in the category last
year with annual revenues
approaching $3.7 billion. All
global sporting goods retailers bigger than it in dollar
sales volume are publicly
traded with the exception of
Springfield, MO-based Bass
Pro Shops. In the first quarter, Academy reportedly
generated a comparable
store sales increase and 17
percent adjusted EBITDA
growth, it disclosed to its

private investors. Of course,
financial details on the
chain will be made public in
any S-1 filing.
The Katy, TX-based
company, which began an
expansion of its corporate
campus last year with a new
200,000-square-foot facility and adjacent six-story
garage, recently refinanced
more than $1.8 billion in
debt and announced it was
searching for a new president and CEO to replace
Rodney Faldyn. During
Faldyn’s nine years, including the last four as CEO,
Academy has grown its
store count by 50 percent
and nearly doubled its cash
flow from operations, the

company reported. He will
remain in his executive
posts until his successor is
named and intends to continue as an investor in the
company, he says.
Meanwhile, Morgan
Stanley led a syndicate that
helped the retailer launch
a seven-year, $1.825 billion
refinancing that included
a covenant that lowers the
interest rate a quarter of
one percent if Academy files
for an IPO. Proceeds from
the loan, combined with
$120 million of cash on hand
and $100 million drawn on
a revolving loan, will enable
it to refinance its debt load
and make a $200 million
payout. — Bob McGee
outdoorinsightmag.com

OUTDOORNEWS

REI Rolls Out Casual Outdoor Gear
Brand, Publishes Stewardship Report

O

REI’s evrgrn line targets
the “social” camper.
Above: the Sum Tote
($29). Right: the Crash
Sack ($119).

utdoor retail
chain REI has
introduced its
members to evrgrn, a
gear brand designed for
socializing outdoors.
The initial line,
containing 11 gear items
ranging from camp
chairs and backpacks
to portable picnic
tables and a tent, was
developed and designed
following extensive
research by the retailer.
REI has focused the
evrgrn collection on
macro-trends such as
urbanization and microinsights like the campfire
experience. The 5.5-million
member co-op wants the collection to
serve young people who see the outdoors
as something that starts at their front
door, is part of everyday life and is best
experienced with family and friends.
Meanwhile, REI recently published
its annual Stewardship Report,

highlighting its social
and environmental
performance.
Throughout 2014
the co-op continued
its commitment to
bluesign, an independent
certification that
eliminates harmful
substances in the
manufacturing process, for
REI private label products;
invested in more than 300
nonprofits that care for
more than 600 outdoor
places; and received a Green
Power Leader Award from
the Environmental Protection
Agency for sourcing 100
percent renewable energy.
Future REI stewardship
initiatives will focus on curating
products, creating access
to inspiring outdoor places,
catalyzing outdoor experiences
and strengthening the foundation
of core sustain ability practices in
business operations. — Bob McGee

Trade Legislation Favorable to Outdoor Biz Passes

W

ith the future of
Trans-Pacific
Partnership
trade legislation moving
slowly toward a likely
positive outcome, trade
bills that have been
approved by the U.S. House
of Representatives figure
to reap benefits and cost
savings for outdoor product
makers, retailers and
consumers.
New tariff classifications
are incorporated into
the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule (HTS) for most
recreational performance
outerwear, which will

Legislation in progress looks
likely to have a positive outcome
for the outdoor industry.
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eventually lead to the
elimination of import tariffs
on these products. The
breakouts were a primary
objective of the U.S.
Outdoor Act.
In two separate
developments, certain
performance footwear
has been reclassified in
the HTS to “athletic” from
“performance,” a change
that will result in an import
tariff of 20 percent instead
of 37.5 percent previously
and will save the outdoor
industry more than $4
million annually.
Also, for the first time,
outdoor manufacturers
will be able to petition for
certain textile and leather
backpacks, sport bags
and travel goods to be

eligible for inclusion in the
Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) program.
Earlier in June, the
House renewed the African
Growth & Opportunity Act
(AGOA) trade preference
program by a vote of 397
to 32. The bill extends
the program for another
decade and continues to
provide duty-free access for
footwear made in Africa that
is imported into the U.S.
Meanwhile, retailers
should keep watch on
a new House bill, The
Remote Transactions
Parity Act (RTPA), which
is a companion to the
Marketplace Fairness Act.
The RTPA would authorize
states to collect sales taxes
from remote sellers. O
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MAKE THE WORLD YOUR GYM
The new BIOM ® FJUEL. Designed with BIOM ® NATURAL MOTION technology to
strengthen leg muscles and provide extra comfort. Train as nature intended.
Visit us at the upcoming Outdoor Retailer show in Salt Lake City

ecco.com

NUTRITION
3 KEY TRENDS
1
Nutrition is mainstream now,
not just for the hard core.

2
New brands are jumping in
and sparking the category.

3
Ingredients matter! Organic
and healthy top the list.

algae. It’s very important to me that people
understand why algae works and why its good
for them,” says Catharine Arnston, founder and
ungry, thirsty and tired athCEO of Energybits.
letes often look to sports
With a history as a former semi-professional
nutrition brands for hydrarunner and stint as a product footwear mantion, fuel and recovery soluager with Nike, Mark Jensen experienced the
tions. While the sports nutrisports nutrition challenges athletes experience
tion category has been a
first hand. “I couldn’t figure out how Gatorade
stable market for over a decade, there is still
and others products were going to help me be
room for growth.
a better athlete,” he says. “I didn’t understand
And hikers, runners and other active
what the artificial colors, flavors, preservatives
consumers are very demanding of their
and caffeine was going to do for me and how
nutrition. Adam Chamberlain, VP-marketing
that was helpful.”
for GU Energy, notes that as people “have The New Primal Grass-Fed Beef &
Jensen worked with coaches and athletes
tricked out their bikes and their gear has Turkey Jerky, MSRP $7.59.
around Nike’s campus and launched Glukos
gotten more high performance-oriented, we
Energy. “People don’t recognize that glucose is the only natustill believe there is a lot of opportunity for people to optiral fuel that drives our bodies. Everything runs off of glucose.
mize their nutrition. Athletes are focusing more on nutrition
Glucose goes right into your bloodstream, so you don’t have to
as they get other parts of their program dialed in.”
digest that in your stomach or intestines,” says Jensen.
Sports nutrition has grown beyond the core enthusiast mar“Most of these products and innovation are coming from
ket as people become increasingly aware of the impact of their
companies not usually associated with sports nutrition, indicatnutritional choices on their performance, notes Jennifer Shea,
ing a broad market shift,” says W.R. Garratt Jr., CEO of Osmo
national sales manager at Honey Stinger. “We’ve seen enthuHydration. “We are seeing this broad shift in consumption
siast interest in Honey Stinger from
habits for both weekend warriors as well hard-core endurance
endurance athletes to motocross to
athletes which is [moving] traditional sports nutrition toward
adventure hikers,” she says. “These
more wholesome functional foods and beverage.”
consumers aren’t willing to compromise taste and continually seek
Consumers Love Flavor
unique flavors, natural ingredients,
As product lines have evolved, so has demand for differand ultimately performance.”
ent flavors, textures and even “real” food offerings. “We
As the nutrition marketplace gets
work closely with our athletes and nutritionists and listen
more saturated, some consumers
to consumers to ensure our products meet a variety of
seem to be tiring somewhat of traditional sports nutrition
energy and nutritional needs during activity,” says Chris
staples, according to Jay Peery, VP-sales at Skratch Labs. “For
Randall, senior brand manager, performance athlete segus in particular, that is a major positive when considering our
ment at Clif Bar.
growth potential,” says Peery.
“We get a fair number of requests for new flavors from
With more choices, athletes are experimenting with gels,
consumers and retailers, and when we bring them out they
bars, flavors and formulations. Energybits, which are 100 perseem to take off. So I would say this is a key part of the
cent non-GMO, are organically grown spirulina in tablet form
sales and brand growth story,” says Peery.
that are designed to provide energy and satisfy hunger without
Honey Stinger introduced two flavors (Grapefruit Chews
chemicals, caffeine, sugar or stomach distress. “Outside of Asia
and Caramel Waffles) this year to extend the brand’s line
no one knows about the health and performance benefits of
By Lou Dzierzak

V
Honey Stinger Caramel Waffle,
MSRP $22.95 (box of 16).

V
Clif Organic Energy Food Pizza
Margherita, MSRP $2.99.

V
Glukos Energy Gel,
MSRP $24 (12-pack).

V
Energybits single serving,
MSRP $4.

H
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Brands
Find New
Avenues for
Growth in
Nutrition.
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Photo: Skratch Labs.

FUEL FRENZY

of Organic Energy Chews and Organic Stinger Waffles.
“Customers are picking up these new flavors in addition to their favorites. We receive frequent suggestions
for new and flavor profiles for our honey-based energy
foods,” says Shea. “When customers find a great product
that works well for them, they are more interested in
trying a new flavor of a favorite line than switching to a
different brand with a new flavor that may be untested
for them on the trail.”
Consumers are also paying more attention to ingredients, organic product offerings and the science claims
behind brand pitches.
“There’s a larger interest in proper nutrition. People
are seeking information about organics, non-GMO,
sustainability and eco-friendly. People want products
that are good for them and don’t cause stomach
distress. With people’s enhanced nutrition knowledge
during the day then they don’t want to go running at
the end of the day and continue to put products in their
body that cause distress. I don’t think they are going to
put up with that much longer. I think that’s why we are
growing so fast,” says Arnston.
“We are committed to making our products as natural as possible without compromising performance.
We’re constantly looking for new sources of organic
ingredients,” says Chamberlain. “There’s a lot of pressure there, but also opportunity. It’s a challenge when
you have built a product that serves a need so well like
GU Energy gel from one formulation and try to shift the
ingredients to an organic formulation you basically have
to reformulate the entire product.”
Randall notes, “We have seen a growing interest in

outdoorinsightmag.com

organic foods. As shoppers become more educated
about the food system and nutrition, they want to feel
comfortable about the food they purchase for their
family. They look for food that is not only nutritious, but
is made in a way that’s good for people and the planet.”
Expanded Offerings from Key Brands
In 2016, GU Energy will launch the brand’s first-ever
bar. A major feature and benefit of the product will be
its Quinoa grain base. It will be 70 percent organic and
will come in a unique “stick” shape designed for athletes
on the go. GU will be sampling this product at Outdoor
Retailer Summer Market, and it will be available for sale
at retail in Spring 2016.
“The [sports nutrition] business started to solve the
problem of an athlete having challenges in digesting
energy food during high intensity long duration
activities. That was 20 years ago and athletes have
those same needs today. What’s changed for us is there
is a need for systems that integrate easily put together
hydration as well as energy products. There’s also a
need for energy, hydration and recovery products for
activities of different durations. There are separate
requirements there like compact, portable packaging
and a different blend of ingredients and formulations,”
says Chamberlain.
“Healthy, wholesome, real food/drink is the new new.
Except for emergency use even many ultra endurance
athletes are moving away from the old school, processed,
liquid calorie model,” says Garratt. “It’s an amazing
opportunity for those companies willing and able to
change and evolve.” O

V
Skratch Labs Fruit
Drop Energy Chews,
MSRP $2.45.

V
GU Roctane Energy Gel Sea
Salt Chocolate,
MSRP $60 (24-pack).

V
Osmo Women’s Hydration 40
serving canister, MSRP $19.99.
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CAMPING
director at Therm-a-Rest. “Therm-a-Rest
has offered lightweight seating options for
years that convert your mattress into a
seat at camp. In 2015 we created the Treo
chair for folks that want to sit comfortably
off the ground.”
Walter Goldstein, marketing director at
Crazy Creek Products, notes, “As more
and more people spend time outdoors
in various activities, they quickly realize
that they might as well be comfortable
when they want to sit down. Sitting on the
hard ground or a tree trunk without any
back support gets old really fast. Whether
you’re car camping, hiking, backpacking,
picnicking or attending a music festival,
you want to be comfortable. With today’s
lighter, more portable chairs, it’s easy
to have a nice, comfy seat with you
wherever you are going.”
Camp chairs have been available for
years, but recent attention to design elements has renewed interest. Helinox has
created a foldable frame that allows its
chairs to pack down to about one-quarter
of the size of a typical folding chair. This
allows people to take their chairs with
them wherever they go, whether that is
to the park, sports game or backpacking
trip. “The camp chair category has been
relatively stale for many years. Recently
through innovation of lightweight, strong
REI’s new evrgrn collection.
materials, the category is seeing innovations that appeal to a broad audience.
The brand makes a high-quality, versatile product, and that’s
what consumers are looking for,” says Helinox brand manager
Wes Green.
Retailers are taking note. REI has launched a new brand
called evrgrn. One of the signature products in the line is a
campfire rocker. “Camp chairs are a vital part of the outdoor
experience. From our time spent in the outdoors with consumers we know smaller camp chairs like evrgrn rocker or REI
Flex-lite have broadened their appeal because of their versatility. We set out to create a design that was equally at home
in a city park, the campground or back yard barbecue,” says
Nasahn Sheppard, DVP of product design at REI.
Consumers are drawn to the new technology being applied
to these more modern camping products. “Newly designed
camp chairs are attractive to many people because they are a
lot more portable, lightweight, and functional,” says Tae Kim,
the co-founder and creative director of Alite Designs.
At Alps Mountaineering there is a focus on bringing indoor
comfort
outside in its camp chair designs. “In addition to being
By Lou Dzierzak
comfortable, many of our chairs offer features like hard arms,
an attached cooler, reclining, rocking or a footrest. Since there
itting by a campfire is an iconic image of
are such a variety of designs available many consumers have
camping. But the reality of sitting on hard,
multiple chairs, each for a different type of adventure,” says
rocky ground, or leaning up against a log
Justin Leesman, product/marketing manager at Alps.
with stubs of branches poking you in the
back, takes some of the magic away from
The Target Audience
that vision. Camp chairs are becoming a
Who is the target audience for camp chairs? The quick
must-have piece of gear for the current generation of outanswer might point to Baby Boomers who still enjoy camping
door adventurers.
but require more comfort for older bodies.
“Everyone enjoys a comfortable seat in front of the fire. In
“These chairs do appeal to Baby Boomers, but we think
the past camp chairs were too heavy to reasonably backpack
that the target audience is more than Baby Boomers. We
and took up a lot of space in the car. Over the last couple of
feel that these new designs appeal more to users concerned
years several companies have introduced lightweight chairs
with the portable aspects of these new designs and these
that get you up off of the ground,” says Jim Boswell, marketing

TAKE A

SEAT
Portable
Camp
Chairs
Attract an
Appreciative
Audience.

S
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master

the campfire

the perfect

picnic plate

WIND RESISTANT LIGHTER & FIRE POKER

PICNIC PLATE

The new Wind Resistant Lighter gets lit, and stays lit in almost any
condition. The new Fire Poker extends from 17” to 30” to safely
keep the ﬁre going.

Sturdy 2 mm polypropylene
plates that hold your food and
beverages all at once. Thumb
hole for easy carrying. Holds
wine glasses on the side, or
standard drink cans in the middle.
Dishwasher and microwave safe.

VISIT US AT ORSM BOOTH #7043
FACEBOOK.COM/COGHLANSGEAR
TWITTER: @COGHLANSGEAR
WEB: WWW.COGHLANS.COM

CAMPING

Crazy Creek Original Chair,
MSRP $48.50.

evrgrn Campfire Rocker,
MSRP $99.

Alps Mountaineering Chiller Chair,
MSRP $129.99.

lower chair styles make it harder for some [older] cohorts
to get out of,” says Kim.
“Certainly Baby Boomers have been a key market and
as people get a bit older they appreciate even more the
simple pleasure of having a comfortable seat and back support,” says Goldstein. “But the overall market for camping
and other outdoor activities has grown significantly to now
include younger generations. So in reality, our key user audience spans across generations.”
Like many products originally designed for camping, camp
chairs have found much broader applications. “We are focusing sales efforts on outdoor specialty shops, but the market
for these chairs goes far beyond that. We’ve seen broader

Alps Mountaineering Camp Chair,
MSRP $89.99.

demand from everyone from festival-goers to soccer moms,”
says Green.
Boswell quips that the audience is “anyone with a butt — car
campers, shorter distance backpackers, kayak/canoe tourists
and soccer parents are among the target audience.”
Building a Chair
Previously, strong, sturdy legs, a cup holder and a relatively easy-to-use carrying bag satisfied most camp chair
buyers. The list of purchase criteria has evolved and
become more sophisticated.
Newly designed camp chairs are attractive to many
people because they are a lot more portable, lightweight
and functional. “Furniture is being made these days with
tent technology that no one thought could be applied or
be possible six years ago,” says Kim. “Being lightweight
and comfortable are key elements. Packability is also very
important.”
Seat height, back support, weight, compactness, color,
durability and color are all features that consumers are
considering. “Everyone has different use modes and needs
in mind so there is lots of opportunity for a variety of offerings,” says Boswell.
“For the camp chair category, consumers are looking for
comfort, durability, portability and lightweight features. The
evrgrn campfire rocker has all of these qualities, while also
bringing the comforts and style of the home to the outdoors.
Every idea, product and touch point in evrgrn has been
carefully curated, considered and built — from the ground up,”
says Sheppard.
When packing for a weekend trip, campers often evaluate
gear through filters of “need” or “want.” And camp chairs are
seen somewhere in-between.
“They are for comfortable seating and are not essential
for backpacking, but are sure nice to have after a long day of
hiking for sitting around the fire and relaxing,” says Kim.
“It really depends on the activity. If you are car camping it is
practically a basic necessity, while backpacking it would be a
luxury item. For people adventuring outdoors or doing shorter
distance backpacking, a comfortable chair is at the top of the
list for a luxury item,” says Boswell.
Value Trumps Price
The consumer’s basic or luxury definition of a camp chair
purchase can be seen in price points in the category. “Helinox
chairs are viewed as a premium product that is going to last
longer than a cheap chair from big box stores. Consumers
appreciate and are willing to pay for premium, well-built gear
that’s going to last. Demand for our products continues to
grow at a healthy rate,” says Green.
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Therm-a-Rest QuadraPod,
MSPR $119.95.

Crazy Creek Air Chair Compact,
MSRP $79.

“Price is a huge influence for sure, but because this is a
new technology, customers are willing to pay more to invest
in these products,” notes Kim.
Price points generally influence most purchasers in some
way. “We are finding that more and more people, especially
younger consumers, appreciate the value of products that
are built to last and do not end up being thrown away after a
season or two, taking up space in a landfill,” says Goldstein.
One for Everyone
In many cases, value influences purchases more than
price point. “When the consumer feels they are receiving
a lot for their money they are more apt to select a higher

THE

price point chair,” says Leesman.
Camp chairs may never generate buzz like the next
generation technical fabric or the latest portable power
technology. But don’t overlook this market’s growth
potential.
“evrgrn is an opportunity for REI to join a new conversation in the outdoor market. REI took a fresh and inspired
take on design and functionality when developing evrgrn,
and feel that we are uniquely positioned to deliver a full
suite of versatile, stylish and fun outdoor gear. evrgrn is
really addressing this new market segment that REI has
recognized,” says Sheppard.
“We are seeing growth in the camp chair category and
expect it to continue as more people view chairs as a relative
necessity rather than a discretionary item. Once people
experience the comfort of a camp chair, they usually don’t
want to be the person sitting around the campfire without
one. Camp chairs may not be ‘sexy’, but they sure are
comfortable,” says Goldstein.
The influx of new chairs is “taking the place of products
from before, when people were sitting on the ground or in
larger bulky chairs,” says Kim. “These chairs are hot sellers
for many wholesale and retail accounts. Retailers are finding out that the consumer is interested in this new furniture
design on a large user scale.”
Green says, “We’ve seen incredible growth in all channels
and expect that trend to continue. Demand from all types of
outdoor retailers is through roof.” O

3

DESIGN TRENDS
Lightweight,
comfortable
and packable
camp chairs.
Increased
attention to
technology in
chair design.
Products are
being made
with “social”
campers
in mind.

ULTRALIGHT

TRAILMATE
1.7oz

WWW.BUCKKNIVES.COM
660 S. LOCHSA ST. | POST FALLS, ID 83854 | 800-326-2825
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FOOTWEAR

OUTDOOROUTLOOK
Brands Share Insight on Top Trends for Spring 2016

4
TRENDS FOR 2016
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By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry / Footwear for the Spring 2016 season faces big expectations. For men and women, across performance and
casual lines, outdoor brands say that to earn shelf space (and consumer loyalty) shoes have to do more than perform outside: they need to
have out-of-the-box comfort and they need to ﬁt the customer’s everyday style. Additionally, footwear execs polled by Outdoor Insight say
that like the industry as a whole, they’re consciously engineering their lines to appeal to a younger consumer. Similarly, they say, lightweight
and versatile continue to be some of the most sought-after attributes any boot, shoe or sandal can have. But there are differences, too.
Here, industry insiders sound off on the distinct trends that will be moving the market and getting consumers outside and on with their day.
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MADEWITHCARE

Oliberté is launching a tie-dye collection, including
sneakers, MSRP $100, and a slip-on, MSRP $90.

C

onsumers of all ages are
responding to footwear that
seems handcrafted, with
details that seem carefully
chosen, brands say. As Chaco president
Chip Coe says, “You see it at the bar
— you don’t just order a gin and tonic.
The bartender is dripping bitters into
it, crushing mint leaves into it.” Chaco’s
men’s leather sandals, like the $110 Elias
style, he says, are the best reflection of
the trend, with simple, earthier patterns
and heritage materials. “You’ll notice a
lot of detail, like etched leathers, laser
cutting on the uppers and footbeds, and
hand-touched elements on the outsoles.”

It lets us bring
in more of that
handcrafted
look and
that more
artisan feel.

And footwear brand Oliberté is taking the idea of handcrafted literally
for Spring with the debut of its tie-die
collection of canvas shoes for women.
The four styles – a $90 slip-on and a
shoe and two sneakers, all $100 – will
come in five different tie-dyed colors
sourced from Boabab Batik, a collective of 32 women in Swaziland who
hand-dye fabrics.
“They’ve been making this material for
scarves and pillows and we collaborated
and took the beauty of what they’ve
presented in home goods and brought
that into footwear,” brand founder Tal
Dehtiar says. “We thought this really fits
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our story and it lets us bring in more
of that handcrafted look and that more
artisan feel.”
Lowa’s new Heritage Collection
features three styles retailing from $240
to $330 that share that same aesthetic.
Pulled from the archives, the boots
feature chrome-free tanned leather
linings, crampon heel shelves and a
rocker sole and are updated with wider
lasts for a more modern fit. Lowa GM
Peter Sachs adds, “The full-grain leather
[uppers] are pebbled for texture and
branded with an original Lowa logo.”
(How original? “The press was found in a
drawer,” he said.) O
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hoes designed to bring the gym outside also
see strength this season. The North Face
was one of the first in the space in 2014
with its Ultra series, a collection of shoes
designed for the off-the-mountain training needs of the
brand’s outdoor athletes. In Spring 2016, the company
is debuting Litewave, a three-style collection for men
and women featuring a hiker, trail runner and training
shoe. Priced between $90 and $120, the collection
aims to expand the category by appealing to younger
consumers with more approachable prices and
aggressive styling.
Also in Spring 2016, Salewa is launching its mountain
training category with two shoes for men and women,
the $139 Ultra Train and the $129 Lite Train.
“We looked at the consumer, what they’re doing
and what they’re doing to train,” Steve Kropf, director
of sales for North America, says. “Our backcountry
skiing athletes in the summer to stay fit, they’re
hiking, doing mountaineering and even alpine-ish
activities, they’re training in mountains, running,
speed hiking and other fast aerobic activities where
they need the appropriate footwear.”
The new styles showcase the brand’s partnership
with Michelin’s mountain biking division. The outsoles
offer grip for fast hikes, climbs and moving in loose dirt.
Targeted to outdoor specialty shops, Kropf said Salewa
thinks the category could be a big growth vehicle:
“We’re very optimistic – here and in Europe – on how
buyers will react.” O
outdoorinsightmag.com

See the exciting new Spring 2016 collection
Outdoor Retailer Booth #30171W - August 5-8, Salt Lake City UT
Renaissance Hotel Ballroom - August 17-19, Las Vegas NV
Atlanta Shoe Show Booth #100-101 - August 22-24, Atlanta GA

A DIVISION OF VIDA SHOES INTERNATIONAL

www.vidagroup.com
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VERSATILITY TAKES OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE APPAREL TO A NEW LEVEL.
By Lou Dzierzak

O

lder members of the outdoor tribe can recall a
time when clothing collections were separated
by “9-to-5” and “weekend.” In the mid-nineties the
standard business attire of business suit, tie and
dress started to change. The idea of khakis on
“casual Friday” quickly expanded to every day of
the week. Outdoor lifestyle apparel is now the mainstream. And it
has been for a while.
No longer are there just “work” clothes and “play” clothes.
Consumers are looking for apparel that’s fashionable, yet also
delivers technical features that allow them to enjoy active pursuits.
“We need to look at versatility in a new, fresh way. Product has
to be more thoughtfully designed and really have a point of view of
who the customer is and what their needs are for their environment
or activity,” says Jennifer Zollars, senior product line manager for
sportswear at Mountain Hardwear.
“We are all addicted to our Smartphones. It wasn’t that long ago
that we had a phone, a planner and a camera and we would carry all
three around. Now we have one device that serves all three functions
and more. It strikes us that the consumer is looking for apparel
that does more than one thing, too,” says Brian Thompson, general
manager at Ex Officio. “Our approach is, ‘How can we build as much
function into a single piece instead of building specific pieces.’ We’re
trying to find that sweet spot where we can cross off as many of
those boxes as possible. Let’s not design more and more pieces
but let’s design pieces that have greater effectiveness for what the
consumer is ultimately going to be wearing it for.”
Ned Hutchinson, product manager for Mountain Khakis says, “In
today’s market these standards of quality – versatility, durability,
tailored and attractive – are not enough. The consumer has come
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Patagonia Performance Straight Fit
Jeans, MSRP $119.

Ibex Men’s Jackson Shirt, MSRP $145.

Outdoor Research Callista
Dress, MSRP $65.

Outdoor Research Ensenada Sun
Hoody, MSRP $79.

to expect clothing that can adapt to a myriad of different
end uses. One of our constant litmus tests in product
development is to find a balance between refined good
looks and performance.”
Outdoor enthusiasts are selecting apparel that allows
them to look good in the office and also perform well during
an after-work hike or bouldering session.
“The feature our consumers
love
most about Icebreaker
It’s not enough
apparel is product versatility.
to just offer
You can get off the trail and
performance
go straight to a café, lookapparel; it has
ing great and smelling good
to be on-trend
due to Merino wool’s temand relevant
perature and odor regulating
for the target
properties. Icebreaker techniconsumer in
cal Merino fiber is combined
terms of design with sleek on-trend design,
which allows consumers to
and color.
make seamless transitions
between work and play,” says Tsveti Enlow, international
marketing manager at Icebreaker.
“Stylistically, you are seeing a real evolution,” notes Mark
Little, product line manager for Patagonia. “No longer the
traditional convertible pant that looks like you are ready
to hit the trail and adding a modern twist. Take a five-pocket jean silhouette and construct that product in a four-way
stretch woven and make it look relevant for both the office
and the trail. We build products to it can perform in a mul-
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Mountain Hardwear Women’s
City Pass, MSRP TBD.

Reddington Wayward Guide Shirt,
MSRP $59.

titude of activities.”
Some consumers are only interested in the outdoor
lifestyle fashion look. Others are more concerned with
technical features such as wicking or water resistance.
Apparel brands have a balancing act to deliver the feature
sets consumers expect.
“We always have to be aware of that balance. It has to
be aesthetically pleasing and relevant,” says Little.
“It’s always a tightrope. We want to be seasonally
appropriate but we also want timeless styling,” says
Thompson. “You aren’t picking that super-trendy color.
Say the season’s trendy color is green — you might not
pick the most out-there green, but you will pick a green
that the consumer feels is in that sphere of influence. Next
season that green still looks good. The following season
you are still wearing it and not feeling that it’s out of style.”
Enlow says, “Today, it’s definitely not enough to just
offer performance apparel; it has to be on-trend and
relevant for the target consumer in terms of design
and color. We have a lot of products rooted in specific
activities, but the beauty of Icebreaker is its versatility. We
hear it almost every day, our consumers love Icebreaker
no matter what they are doing.”
Products that deliver on fashion, color and technical
features are what will win over the consumer. “With
the evolution of the athleisure trend, style is becoming
more influential in purchasing decisions,” says Enlow. “At
Icebreaker, we believe style is important, but the technical
performance shouldn’t be compromised.”

Mountain Khakis Camber 104
Hybrid Skinny Pant, MSRP $80.

Dare 2b Women’s
Melodic Short, MSRP $50.
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APPAREL
FOLLOWING THE SUPPLY CHAIN

“The younger generation is more interested
in preserving the environment.”

Consumers
are demanding
versatilty from
their apparel.

ExOfficio Sol Cool Men’s
Cryogen Shirt, MSRP $90,
and Women’s Air Space
Shirt, MSRP $70.

Incorporating technical features into
lifestyle apparel extends the range and
application of a shirt or pair of pants.
Consumers are looking for apparel that
keeps them cool, dry, comfortable and
accommodate a wide range of movement.
“We balance technical performance
through versatility. We can use a very
technical fabric that wicks, dries fast, and
stretches while creating a silhouette that
makes the garment versatile. Our ultimate
goal is to design a style where the customer never has to worry about changing his
or her wardrobe from each activity,” says
Noah Robertson, co-founder and design
director at Mountain Khakis.
“The most important point is the consumer is expecting more than just one
main technical feature,” says Thompson.
“There was a time when the customer
was willing to make a trade-off between
flattering style, fit and technical features
and benefits. I don’t believe that trade-off
works anymore. The customer wants to
look good, feel good and have all the technology the brand can offer.” O

Straight up...
We are the
industry
experts.
A best in class program designed to save you money.
Retailers:
Complete business package policy that
includes rental, demo and repair liability.

Manufacturers:
Product liability coverage in an exclusive program
m
and lower minimum premiums.

Be a part of the only insurance program
endorsed by Outdoor Industry Association®.

www.outdoorsportsins.com
800-491-2858 | Booth #BRL206

utdoor consumers
are paying more
attention to the way
apparel brands source the raw
materials in their clothing and
manufacturing processes. Once
a concern of a narrow audience
segment, brands are ﬁnding
broader concern and awareness
of sustainability issues.
“Sustainable fabrics are
becoming more and more
important. We believe that
technical features designed to
be inconspicuous and clever
are key to the design process.
Less and less do people want to
brag about their lifestyle through
the clothes they wear. Offering
apparel with technical features
and fabrics in a casual design
offers the customer what they
want,” says Hutchinson.
“Businesses impact on
the environment and their
sustainable practices are
receiving more attention by a
wider audience and inﬂuencing
consumer purchasing
behaviors,” says Enlow. “Today’s
consumers expect transparency
about where and how the
particular product is made.
We’ve always taken our impact
on the environment very seriously
and it continues to be a huge
focus for Icebreaker.”
Mountain Khakis is now
partnering with Fair Trade USA
and Bluesign International.
“We believe that supplying
the customer with both
environmental and socially
sustainable choices in
apparel is an absolute
obligation for
Mountain Khakis.
We have a loyal
and passionate
customer
base. We can
affect change
in the supply
chain of our
entire industry
if we work
to source our
products, educate
our customers
and inﬂuence our

O

competitors. It’s a long term
investment in our future as
recreationalists, business
people, parents, and responsible
citizens,” says Hutchinson.
“It’s a balance between shortterm gain and long term impact.
We want to make the best
product but cause the least
amount of harm at the same
time,” says Little. “We’re noticing
that the younger generation is
more interested in preserving
the environment. Sustainability
is part of their decision tree now.
Having an environmental or
social responsibility code,
working with organics
and recycling aren’t new
concepts to them. They’ve
grown up with them. It’s
not changing their behavior
since that approach seems
normal to them.”
Thompson adds, “I think the
next generation is helping set
the tone of the conversation.
Ten years ago the idea of
sustainability and supply chain
management was played up
as a marketing angle and a feel
good story. Today it’s about best
practices and what a company is
doing to be a good citizen of the
planet. The consumer is looking
for a brand with values that align
with their own personal values.
It’s not a product-by-product
choice but aligning brand values
with personal values.” O

® Outdoor Industry Association and the Outdoor Industry Association logo are registered trademarks of Outdoor Industry Association.
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Made from nature
to stand up to the elements.
Introducing Teflon EcoElite™. The first renewably sourced, durable water repellent finish.
It’s up to three times more durable than existing non-fluorinated repellents
and delivers peak performance on cottons, synthetics and blends. To protect your
performance fabrics, turn to the finish that’s sourced from nature.
teflon.com/outdoorinsight

© 2015 The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Teflon EcoElite™ and any associated logos are
trademarks or copyrights of The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Chemours™ and the Chemours Logo
are trademarks of The Chemours Company.

STRATEGY

Kelty is
rebranding in
order to reach a
new generation
of outdoor
enthusiasts.

Twice a year during the Outdoor Retailer
Show we all see outdoor brands filling the
exhibit halls of the Salt Lake City Convention
Center. Every brand has a story to tell, a
culture to share and a product line to pitch.
Many have enjoyed decades of steady growth
and profitable sales curves. But maintaining
that success in the future isn’t necessarily
guaranteed. Competition increases, loyal
customers get older, once “hot” activities
fade and get replaced by the next “big” thing.
Companies that don’t adapt can also fade
away. Outdoor Insight profiles a collection of
companies that are strategically “refreshing”
their brands to attract new audiences and
leapfrog the competition.

A Look at Some
Outdoor Brands
Getting a Recharge.

FRESH START
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Kelty
Building a Brand to Endure for
Generations to Come.

I

n 1952, Dick Kelty launched his
gear company in his garage. In
the decades that followed, Kelty
became a name synonymous with
backpacking, hiking and camping.
Looking ahead, Kelty is rebranding
the company to appeal to a new
generation of outdoor enthusiasts.
More than just a new logo, the new
strategy initiatives include product
line collections, design and an evolving
target audience.
Eric Greene, VP–brand + innovation,
general manager, Kelty, speaks about
the brand’s future.

For the first time in years, the Kelty
marketing plan is beefed up and very
deliberate. The intent moving forward
is to be increasingly present. The
stronger the brand is, the better we
will perform for our retail partners.
No magic bullet, just the consistency
of seeing a simple powerful message
over and over again.

What inspired the change?
The inspiration is very
straightforward. Kelty is a 60-yearold brand. The upside is you have
strength in a heritage that just
endures. The danger is that if you
don’t keep the brand relevant you can
age the brand right out of existence.
Kelty’s not at that point, but we don’t
want to get there.
The inspiration was, Part A, to avoid
that fate. We’ve seen other brands
go down a path where they not only
physically age but symbolically age
and people just don’t want the brand
anymore. Part B is taking advantage of
opportunities. I’ve spent a lot of time
being in touch with consumers all over
the country. One element that was very
clear is Kelty is strong in the sense
that it’s outdoor. But over time, it’s
become fuzzier to people exactly what
Kelty represents. Let’s keep the brand
relevant and be true the brand’s roots.

Has the target audience changed?
If so, who is the target?
The target has shifted. There are
several aspects to that. One is agedriven. One is lifestyle-driven. In terms
of age, with a 60-year-old brand we
have a lot of loyal consumers who have
told us, “I got my first Kelty pack when
I was a kid.” That audience is aging,
but the 45-and-over outdoor enthusiast
does not think of themselves as old.
If your brand starts appearing to be
designed for that older Baby Boomer
set, that audience doesn’t want to be
associated with old. We’re speaking
to anyone from mid-20’s who can
start affording gear through mid-40’s.
Anyone who is older still wants to
associate with a relevant brand.
The other shift reflects a lifestyle
shift. Previously we were positioned as
strictly for camping and backpacking
uses. Today’s consumers are much
more versatile. It’s not just camping
for the sake of camping. They are
trail running, biking, fishing, hiking,
stand up paddle boarding. People
are involved in much more variety
of adventure then they used to be.
There’s versatility in our message and
the gear we are producing to back up
that message. We will be much more
versatile going forward.
We do appeal to a large age range
and families. Versatility is key.

Describe the strategy behind the
new brand positioning.
The core philosophy of our strategy
is to have a simple powerful message
that resonates. And, pounding that
message home at every possible
touchpoint. Promote Kelty Built again,
again and again until it resonates with
people.
We will introduce a new logo,
tagline, website and blog and fund
digital advertising, public relations
and outdoor events. Our efforts will
include a lot of tribe building with key
influencers and attention grabbing
online promotions.

How will the shift in position influence
product design? Product mix?
We have strong heritage in backpacks.
The next wave in 2016 we will have
three iconic pack lines. Think of the
Chevrolet Corvette. The Corvette body
has evolved, but you still know it’s
a Corvette because there are a lot of
recognizable elements in new models.
We will offer the design and
functionality that consumers expect
and offer the Perfect FIT System with
all packs that delivers an ergonomic fit
in 20 to 30 seconds.
Looking at the design of the
new product, it reflects technical
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functionality but also feels more
modern and fresh. The Kelty heritage
elements are very recognizable.
We have several things on the board
to launch. Technology will always
reinforce the Kelty Built spirit.
What role will independent specialty
stores play in launch?
In the history of Kelty, specialty retailers
have been critical to the brand’s
success. Several years ago the brand
tried to go into the mass channel briefly.
That was a huge mistake.
Moving forward, the intent is to
have a specialty specific strategy.
The ability to be unique and not be
compared apples to apples is very
much in our field of vision. O

After a century as a
winter-only brand,
Stormy Kromer is
adding spring and
summer collections.

Stormy Kromer
A 103-year-old Winter Brand
Expands to Four Seasons.

T

he Upper Peninsula of
Michigan is known for
bitterly cold winters, deep
snow and Stormy Kromer
hats. Handcrafted hats sold in 2015
still reflect a 103-year old design. The
brimmed hat with distinctive earflaps
has kept generations of outdoorsman
warm and comfortable when the winds
start to blow. After a century of selling
a winter-only product line, Stormy
Kromer is launching a line of hats,
bags and accessories for spring and
summer seasons.
Gina Thorse, VP–marketing and sales,
Stormy Kromer Mercantile, discusses the
brand’s future.

The seasonality
of our business
can be a
challenge. We
are Made in the
USA and we
want to keep our
employees busy
year-round.
Gina Thorse,
VP–marketing
and sales, Stormy
Kromer Mercantile

Describe the strategy behind the new
brand positioning.
Our business is winter focused and
there are some challenges in managing
production. The seasonality of our
business can be a challenge. We are
Made in the USA and we want to keep
our employees busy year-round. It’s
hard to maintain relationships with
retailers and consumers without
summer product offerings. We wanted
to expand the seasons we can sell
Stormy Kromer products.
As our winter collection has grown
and gained more traction across the
country we felt the brand was strong
enough that we could go outside of
our core and become more of a yearround brand.
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Garmont has 50 years
of heritage and is now
“re-starting” in the U.S.

We want to start
a conversation
with the
mountain
enthusiast and
it is important
that we develop
an effective,
mutually
beneficial
relationship with
specialty retail.
Bill Dodge,
CEO of Garmont
North America

Keen execs say
product that “looks
good” is a key focus
moving forward.

Embracing
change is a
fundamental part
of Keen’s DNA.
Michael Minter,
VP-creative, Keen

How deep is the change?
In our Spring collection there are two
models that are variations of what
we are already offering. We’ve also
had to re-envision what does Stormy
Kromer mean in spring and summer
months. What kind of activities do
we envision our customers doing and
what are the products that can be
part of that? How can we translate
the high quality, dependability and
ruggedness that we are known for in
the winter to these other months?
The overall message or feel of the
brand hasn’t changed, but we are
thinking about what does the brand
mean in other seasonal environments.
We’re sticking to what we do best.
Hats are central to our line extension
into spring and summer seasons.
Has the target audience changed?
If so, who is the target?
We’ve been around for 100-plus
years based on a hat design that
hasn’t changed for 100-plus years.
Our strategy isn’t necessarily
to chase trends or a specific
demographic. We want to stay true
to who we are as a brand. What
are the universal qualities that can
unite our customers, whether they
are a Brooklyn hipster in their 20’s
or a 65-year-old hunter in Upper
Michigan? Why are they drawn to
Stormy Kromer? We try to think
about those qualities.
We’re not a technical brand. We’ve
tried to go casual lifestyle. Focus on
high-quality, Made in America. This
can be your go-to baseball hat that
you can rely on for a long time.
How will you communicate the
change to consumers and retailers?
On social media or email our loyal
customers tell us, “Today is a sad day
because I’ve put my Stormy Kromer
away for the summer. Now we can
give them other products they can
have for the summer and not feel like
they have to go away from the brand
for part of the year.
How will you support the launch
with retail partners?
We will provide retailers with a new
display program and promotional
items to support their events. We
still offer co-op advertising programs
to support retailers and our brand.
Finally, we’ve created a product line
that will make it easier for retailers to
bring us on board for the spring and
summer. O
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Garmont
Re-establishing the Brand in
North America

A

lthough Garmont has 50
years of European heritage,
the brand has been missing
from North American
outdoor specialty retailers for several
years. An Italian investment group
bought the Garmont footwear division
in April 2013. Garmont International
hired outdoor industry veteran Bill
Dodge in November 2014 to “re-start”
the footwear part of the business.
Garmont’s official return to North
America will take place at Outdoor
Retailer Summer Market. Garmont
North America is based in Exeter, NH.
Bill Dodge, CEO of Garmont North
America, speaks about Garmont’s
future.
Describe the strategy behind
the re-introduction.
Garmont is a loved brand globally.
We have a strong opportunity to start
fresh in North America with a trusted
premium brand. We will be focused
on outdoor footwear and bringing
the energy of Garmont to mountain
athletes in North America. Garmont
International is investing in a full
service subsidiary and has a longterm growth strategy to bring the
brand to full potential.
Describe the product mix the brand
will promote.
We will focus on outdoor
performance footwear made for
athletic pursuits in the mountains.
The range will include true
mountaineering boots, backpacking
boots, hiking boots, as well as
light, fast and athletic multi-sport
shoes. Each one of our products
will be built with the tried and
trusted Anatomic Directed Design
(ADD), meaning we think about
the consumer and what they are
participating in first, and then build
the product from the inside out to
meet the consumer’s needs.
How will you communicate
your strategy to consumers and
retailers?
We will focus on content and aligning
ourselves with adventurers who live
and breathe the mountain life. These
adventurers will help communicate
our voice and encourage others to

rely on their will power to drive them
up and around the mountains.
What role will independent specialty
stores play in launch?
We want to start a conversation
with the mountain enthusiast and
it is important that we develop
an effective, mutually beneficial
relationship with specialty retail.
Because specialty retail faces a
complex marketplace we will take a
supportive approach and focus on
education and sell-through success. O

Keen
Bringing More to the Party

F

ounded in 2003, Keen
Footwear has earned
the loyalty of outdoor
enthusiasts across the
country. From the early Newport
model to 2014’s Uneek, Keen has a
unique approach to footwear design.
Competition in the footwear category
requires constant vigilance to keep
Keen at the top of consumer’s brand
preferences.
Michael Minter VP–creative, Keen,
discusses the brand.
Describe the strategy behind the
new brand positioning.
Keen has always been, and will
always be, positioned at the
intersection of versatility and values.
The opportunity in front of us as a
brand right now isn’t so much about
repositioning as much as it is about
adapting to make our position more
meaningful and relevant to new fans.
When we compare our current fan
base with the audiences we hope to
attract, there is compelling alignment
around the attributes that truly
make our brand special. Our strategy
will largely rest on significant
evolution in design language and
communication tactics.
What inspired the change?
Embracing change is a fundamental
part of Keen’s DNA. When our nowiconic Newport sandal was first
launched, it was an industry-changing
moment. Our express goal is to
define ourselves through a consistent
delivery of change moments. Our
Uneek launch this year perfectly
represents this commitment. We
know the lives of our fans (and future
fans) never stop changing so neither
can we. We are beyond excited about
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STRATEGY
Famous for its gels,
GU has a new logo
and will soon launch
into the bar category.

Eyes wide open,
we need to not
just introduce
the best bar
that people
have tasted and
experienced,
we need to
continue to bring
innovation to the
gel side.
Adam Chamberlain,
VP–marketing,
GU Energy

where we are going.”
How deep is the change?
Extremely deep. From our digital
universe and retail experience to our
visual language in marketing to our
design direction in product, we are
seeing major change. The work we
have done as a leadership team and
with our entire global family over the
past year has prepared us to embrace
change without changing who we
are. We have built amazing tools for
alignment and are already seeing their
impact in practical application.
Describe the new position.
Keen has always been about creating
bold, unexpectedly versatile products
and experiences that demonstrate
how looking good, feeling good and
doing good are not mutually exclusive
concepts. We are taking significant
strides in the “looking good” aspect
of our position relative to shifts in
our design language. The “feeling
good” piece of our position is in the
safe hands of our development team
and our innovation lab. Lastly, the
“doing good” aspect of our position
is now being championed by our
newly formed Keen Effect team, who
we are confident will not only be our
internal conscience, but leaders of
lasting change in our industry. Keen
will continue to inspire physically
active and socially responsible lives …
anywhere without a ceiling.

ideas that align with the shifts we see
coming with our prospective fans. We
will continue to deliver unparalleled
comfort, quality, and versatility — in
both form and function.
How will you support the launch with
your retail partners?
First of all, we will be supporting them
with a completely new fleet of POS
fixtures and shop-in-shops. Second,
we will be partnering with them to roll
out a diverse mix of interesting stories
that connect our key products to our
brand ambassadors. It’s a privilege
to work with visionary talents and
change-agents like artist/climber
Jeremy Collins and filmmaker/activist
Celine Cousteau. Connecting their
unique stories to our unique products
will provide a creative boost for our
retail partners as they work to attract
new fans also.
What role will independent specialty
stores play in the launch?
Major. Our independent specialty
partners are an essential part of both
our brand and our business. We are
taking this journey and embracing
change together. Much of the insight
that has guided our evolution strategy
came from directly from our Field
Service Reps working directly with
independent specialty. O

GU Energy
Launching the Energy Stick.

Has the target audience changed?
Yes. Fortunately, we have the distinct
luxury of a passionate and loyal fan
base. Keen fans are the real deal
and we have come to view them as
family. As we grow, however, we
want to build additional relationships
with the young, active, creative, and
caring class we see growing beyond
the “traditional outdoors.” We
have some fairly specific influencer
targets, but ultimately our goal is to
be as welcoming and inclusive as we
possibly can to anyone who shares
our values and quirky worldview.
How will the shift in position influence
product design? Product mix?
We are still keeping some of our more
innovative plans close to the chest.
Our fan-first approach to product
design will certainly mean some lighter
and faster looks (like Uneek), but our
goal is not simply to mirror trends.
Our goal is to deliver completely new
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G

U Energy is launching
the brand’s first-ever bar
in Spring 2016. The GU
Energy Stick will have a
Quinoa grain base. It will be 70 percent
organic and will come in a unique
“stick” shape for athletes on the go.
GU will be showing and sampling this
product at Outdoor Retailer Summer
Market, and it will be available for sale
at retail in Spring 2016.
Adam Chamberlain, VP–marketing GU
Energy, discusses the brand.
Describe the strategy behind
entering a new product category.
At the end of the day we want to
help athletes achieve their goals. We
believe the most effective way for us
to do that is by creating a complete
system of sports nutrition ranging
from hydration, energy and recovery
to handle the athlete’s needs before,
during and after their activities and

in a way that’s cohesive and based
on science.
The glaring hole in our product
line for some time has been a solid
product like a bar. One of the reasons
why we haven’t gone there is that it’s
important for us to innovate in the
way we solve the needs of endurance
athletes. Frankly there are some great
options out there. As we’ve received
requests from our athletes and
retailers for a bar, we’ve researched
ingredients and worked on this for
some time. We have a great platform
for an energy bar that is worthy of
being part of our product line.
The only way we are at risk is if
our commitment to innovating in
flavor, formulation and ingredients
in gels lags at all. Eyes wide open,
we need to not just introduce the
best bar that people have tasted and
experienced, we need to continue to
bring innovation to the gel side. That’s
absolutely what we are doing as we
move into 2016.
Has the target audience changed?
If so, who is the target?
What makes this product launch
exciting is that we are addressing an
expanded set of needs of endurance
athletes. All of our products up to
this point have been focused on
high intensity and short-to-long
duration activities. The products
are optimized for helping athletes
achieve their goals under these
conditions. What we are addressing
now with the GU Energy Stick and
other products to come soon is the
low intensity long distance athlete
like participants in the Western
States 100 or the Dirty Kanza 200.
These athletes are every bit as
serious and committed as those
athletes sprinting to the finish of a
half marathon but they have different
nutritional requirements. We’re
giving them a solution for more longterm energy.
How will you support the launch with
retail partners?
We will be embarking on new level
of field marketing rolling into 2016
designed in partnership with our
retailers. They are the lifeblood of our
business. They carry the weight of
explaining our products. They offer
training groups that turn people from
non-participants to participants in our
activities. Trial and sampling will be a
huge part of this. O
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One
Store
Wonders

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE BIG – OR HAVE MULTIPLE STORES – TO BE GREAT IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS.
That is proven time and again by the single-store outdoor specialty stores that dot the retail landscape
in the United States. So Outdoor Insight scoured the country from Maine to Florida, from Virginia to
Colorado, to ﬁnd eight of the independent retailers who survive and thrive against all odds in this
day of big-box and Internet competition. We call these Great 8 the “One Store Wonders” and
they each have unique stories to tell. From simple mom and pops who remain small because
they like to experience the outdoors themselves from time to time, to specialty retail giant
Kittery Trading Post’s reputation as a must-see destination in the Northeast, these Great
8 exemplify what makes specialty outdoor retailing special in itself — hands-on
selling, staff experience, exemplary service and a commitment to matching their
customers to the right products. The Great 8 of 2015 was compiled following
discussions with outdoor product vendors, advertisers and even other
retailers whose respect they have earned over the years. Their stories
were told by their owners and managers to long-time outdoor retail
writer Michael Jacobsen, who has been known to be out of
touch a few afternoons himself while exploring local trails
and lakes. Their stores are personal and compelling and,
dare we say, great. They are, indeed, One Store Wonders.

The Great 8 in Outdoors is Sponsored by

BLACK CREEK OUTFITTERS
20

15

In the Black

SUP is a key category for Black Creek as it services the north Florida market.

BEARINGS
10051 Skinner Lake Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32246
Phone: 904-645-7003
blackcreekoutﬁtters.com

THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A GOOD,
old sailing metaphor to describe an
outdoor specialty retailer whose
favorite times are spent on the
water. That’s the way it is at Black
Creek Outﬁtters, which began life
as Windsurﬁng Orange Park in 1983
and, after a time as a windsurf/surf/
skate shop known as Board City,
has evolved into a full-line outdoor
specialty store.
Current owner Joe Butler,
whose parents founded the
company back in the early ’80s,
has never forgotten the store’s
roots and constantly references
the nautical world when
describing where the store has
been and where it is going.
“As a sailor I like to think we are
always looking for more wind in
our sails,” he says. “Right now we
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are headed to the warmer side of
the course.”
That positive tack is because
Black Creek Outﬁtters is currently
heavily invested in growing
the paddlesports portion of
the business both in sales and
experiences. Planned trips
and training this winter in the
Caribbean and perhaps Costa
Rica and a partnership with the
Yoga Den have opened up many
possibilities.
Within eight years of its founding
Black Creek had become primarily
an outdoor store focused on
camping, backpacking and outdoor
apparel. In the fall of 1997 it opened
in its present 14,000-square-foot
location on a 22-acre lake. The
timing was fortuitous because
paddlesports were becoming

a larger part of its business as
north Floridians sought out new
adventures on the water.
“Our core values have remained
the same over the years — make
sure the customer is as happy
with their purchase in six months
as they are when they buy it,”
says Butler in explaining the
store’s success. “By educating the
customer through instruction and
having a staff focused on providing
the best possible user experience,
Black Creek continues to ﬂourish.”
Black Creek currently lists about
25 people on staff, with three fulltime employees. The rest include
six paddlesports instructors and
a host of others with a wealth
of knowledge in backpacking,
kayaking and kayak ﬁshing and
Stand Up Paddleboarding. Its
primary departments within the
shop these days are footwear, SUP,
kayaking, car racks, backpacking
and camping gear, active and travel
wear, technical outerwear and
inner wear.
“We have leveraged the beneﬁts
of our lakeside location for
lessons, demos and rentals for
paddlesports,” Butler says, and just
to show that it is not focused solely
on the water, last November the
store partnered with the Yoga Den
to open a studio within the shop.
That innovation, while remaining
true to its roots, is the reason for
its continued success, which has
come despite some intense local
competition, including the opening
of an REI virtually across the
street two years ago. Also in the
neighborhood are big boxes West
Marine, Dick’s Sporting Goods and
Academy Sports + Outdoor. A host
of surf shops completes the scene.
“Jacksonville is a great place to
experience the water, both in the
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BASE LAYER I S OUR BUSI N ESS.
At Terramar we’ve spent 40 years crafting next-to-skin apparel that performs at
the highest level across a wide range of outdoor activities. Our experienced team of
designers and engineers thinks from the inside out to address the specific needs
of our consumers. All with the goal of finding the perfect blend of form and function,
ensuring that every piece we make works together within a layering system.

Find out more at www.terramarsports.com

BLACK CREEK OUTFITTERS CONTINUED
THE G R E AT 8 I N O UTDO O R S

KEY PEOPLE
Joe Butler
Owner
Amanda Godwin
Buyer and Back Ofﬁce
Matt Hite
SUP Instructor Trainer/Social Media
Liz Butler
Accounting and HR
Jack Stucki
Equipment and Culture

The outdoor and on-the-water experience happens right on the 22-acre lake in the back yard of Black Creek Outﬁtters.

FIELD NOTES
With a host of national and regional chains crowding the Jacksonville
market, Black Creek Outﬁtters has a
distinct advantage in that it owns the
land where its store is located. “Fortunately for us, we are not renting
but buying our land and building at
a signiﬁcantly lower rate than the
rent would be for our location,” Joe
Butler explains.
The sister company of Black Creek
Outﬁtters, Black Creek Guides, is
a kayak, stand up paddle (SUP)
and paddle sports rental adventure
company, also based in Jacksonville.
In conjunction with the retail operation
it offers SUP and kayaking lessons and
tours, along with paddling equipment
rentals from Black Creek Outﬁtter. It
serves all of north Florida.

QUOTABLE

“One of my favorite sayings
talks about the random factors of
retail — ‘Sometimes you are the
Louisville Slugger and sometimes
you’re the ball.’” Joe Butler
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Atlantic Ocean and the lakes and
rivers of northern Florida,” Butler
says, explaining the plethora of
outdoor retail options for locals
and tourists. “For a Floridian, being
outside means being on the water.”
The target consumer is
25-70-years old, but he says there is
a very strong market among older
outdoor adventure travelers in
the 45-75-year-old range that want
to get outdoors but perhaps not
overnight. Black Creek services
them all, and not just by selling
product.
“With all of the non-purchase
activities that go on here, such
as various classes, pint nights,
instruction and yoga classes,
there is a vibe of positive energy,”
Butler explains.
But when the fun stuff is done,
Black Creek competes in the
only way an independent retailer
knows how — by servicing the
heck out of experienced and new
outdoor enthusiasts.
These interactions with
customers both old and new are
what keeps Butler in the game
and are the reason Black Creek
thrives in this highly competitive
region. Indeed, when asked his

favorite part of a typical day – “in
retail there are no typical days it
seems” – he points to the varied
interactions with the staff and the
customers.
“I have grown up with many of
the customers and I have seen
staff that I worked with over the 31
years grow up as well,” he says.
Growing up in the store itself are
his two children, ages nine and 11.
“They do a good job organizing the
footwear back stock,” he says.
Butler, whose parents continued
to work in the store until 2009, says
he is happy with running just one
store but wouldn’t pass up a good

real estate or retail opportunity.
“We are always looking at
opportunities to expand our reach
within northeast Florida,” he says.
Until then, Black Creek Outﬁtters
will continue to do what it does
best — sell paddlesports and
outdoor specialty products to a
loyal clientele. So far they have
resisted the temptation and
investment of online retailing,
preferring to utilize an attractive
website to let customers know
what’s in stock at the store. It does
use some of the online portals
to close out merchandise and
it collects revenue online for its
classes and rentals as well, but so
far no signiﬁcant e-commerce push.
“It is just not a big part of our
business,” Butler says. “Our
website is designed to let people
know what we have in stock.”
That way, of course, they have
to come into the destination store
and take a look around. After that,
Butler feels he has the advantage
over any big-box store.
“We focus exclusively on the
customer experience,” he says.
“We are not interested in selling
the most expensive items, just the
right items for the customer.” O
outdoorinsightmag.com
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CASUAL ADVENTURE
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A Friendly Place

Neil (left) and Eric Stern have been running Casual Adventure for two generations.

IN A REGION WHERE ALL OF THE

BEARINGS
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the entire area.
Originally founded as a small
grocery store by Oscar Stern in
1945, Casual Adventure has long
been one of the leading outdoor
outﬁtters in the Washington
metropolitan area. Currently
owned by Oscar’s grandson,
Neil Stern, Casual Adventure
continues to focus on its strong
tradition of customer service,
dedication to premier outdoor
and tactical brands and a unique
merchandising mix that few stores
its size can duplicate.
Customer service is the
deﬁning characteristic of Casual
Adventure. Like any good
specialty retailer worth the
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3451 North Washington Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22201
Phone: 703-527-0600
casualadventure.com

big decisions are made across
the river in Washington, D.C.,
you might think that an outdoor
specialty store would have a hard
time maintaining a foothold. After
all, they are called the “corridors
of power,” not the trails of power.
But for more than 57 years
Casual Adventure, still based
in its original location in the
Virginia Square neighborhood
of Arlington, VA, across the
river from the nation’s capital,
has succeeded in bringing the
denizens of Arlington, and the
Beltway outside, what it boasts
are the most educated and
enthusiastic outdoors people in

name, its staff knows many of its
customers by face, name and gear
preference. In fact, the staff is so
friendly its customers compare it
to the TV show “Cheers,” where
everyone knows your name — but
without the beers.
“Our excellent customer
service sets us apart from our
competitors. We have fun with our
customers,” explains Eric Stern.
“We make sure they get the best
products for their adventures.”
Neil Stern has owned Casual
Adventure since 1981, but the
store has been in the Stern
family for 57 years, started by
his grandfather in 1955 and run
by his father for many years. The
family tradition continues into its
fourth generation, with Eric Stern
now serving as manager of the
store.
Casual Adventure has certainly
evolved with the times. From 1955
until 1985 it was known as The
Surplus Center. As the market
changed, and the outdoor gear
evolved from military surplus to
high-tech apparel, footwear and
equipment, it reinvented itself,
changing its name to Casual
Adventure in 1985. This allowed
it to bring in a collection of the
name brands it stocks today
— The North Face, Patagonia,
Mountain Hardwear, Benchmade,
5.11 Tactical, Mammut, and
Arc’teryx LEAF.
Enhancing its strong local roots
and environmental consciousness,
Casual Adventure has long been
a member of the Better Business
Bureau, the Arlington Chamber of
Commerce and, most recently, the
Grassroots Outdoor Alliance.
Casual Adventure’s focus on
its customers begins with its
commitment to its staff, which

CASUAL ADVENTURE CONTINUED
THE G R E AT 8 I N O UTDO O R S

KEY PEOPLE
Neil Stern
Owner and President
Dave Haggerty
General Manager and Vice President
Eric Stern
Manager

FIELD NOTES
Casual Adventure’s website –
casualadventure.com – contains
a hilarious rap video starring its
employees and their kids that
explains the store’s products and
philosophy. We dare say it is
the only existing rap song that
references duct tape and free
parking, Leatherman tools
and insect shields, ﬂip-ﬂops
and Cub Scouts.

QUOTABLE
“We are dedicated to making your
next outdoor experience more enjoyable, no matter the condition, no
matter the ﬁnal destination — even
to the summit of Mount Everest. We
carry products from a wide variety of
manufacturers, and our staff has the
expertise to help you choose the gear
that’s right for you. So yes, ‘We Can
Outﬁt you from Great Falls to Nepal.’”
Casual Adventure website
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Casual Adventure boasts everything its customers need for the Great Outdoors.

has endured the test of time.
Leading the way is Neil Stern,
who boasts more than 40 years
of experience, having started out
sweeping the ﬂoors while he was
still in school. Then there is Dave
Haggerty, general manager and
vice president and a cornerstone
of the business, with more than
25 years of experience. Fourth
generation Eric continues the
family tradition, starting more
than a decade ago.
Its owners and employees
hike, bike, backpack, ski, run,
race, camp out and hang out,
frequenting Skyline Drive and
Shenandoah alike. It sponsors
outdoor enthusiasts such as Yul
Kwan, Saeed Toosi and Andrew
Towne. In addition, it supports
outdoor organizations ranging
from Arlingtonians for a Clean
Environment and The Arlington
Outdoor Lab to Potomac
Overlook Park and the Arlington
Green Games.
Its “typical customer”
includes the usual mix of urban

and suburban buyers with a
healthy mix of people found in a
government and university town
— military and ex-military, police
and ﬁre, DOD and DOS, teachers
and students, Eric Stern explains.
An interesting portion of its
business remains Boy Scouts
and Girl Scouts, a throwback to
its heritage as a local merchant
serving all the needs of its
community. Casual Adventure is
the go-to stop for Tigers, Wolfs,
Bears and Eagles, along with
Daisies, Brownies, Juniors and
Seniors. If anyone needs a Scout
patch, uniform or book in the
Arlington area, Casual Adventure
is the place to go.
The competition faced by a
single-store outdoor specialty
retailer in 2015 is greater than
ever, Eric Stern says, with not only
an REI and Hudson Trail vying for
the attention of its core customer,
but with the Internet luring them
away as well.
“Internet stores present a
unique challenge for us,” he

admits. “We try to counter that
by providing the best, most
knowledgeable employees to our
customers.”
Casual Adventure does sell
online, with expansion plans
in this direction still to be
determined. “We’re keeping an
eye on the Internet right now,”
he says. “Our favorite part of
running the store is interacting
with our customers and showing
them new, innovative products
and watching them get excited
about the products. We enjoy our
customer interaction and we plan
to keep that a top priority.”
That interaction is not always
the people-to-people kind. Indeed,
Casual Adventure goes out of its
way to welcome the furry friends
of its customers and employees.
“We always have a dog in the
store,” he says. One of the
staff’s favorite dogs is a Bernese
Mountain Dog named Bear.
That’s how you can tell Casual
Adventure is a true neighborhood
outdoor specialty store. Cheers! O
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THE ELEPHANT’S PERCH
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Perched For Success

The Elephant’s Perch customers know where to ﬁnd Bob Rosso on his off days.

RISING HIGH ABOVE THE HISTORIC

BEARINGS
280 East Avenue
P.O. Box 178
Ketchum, ID 83340
Phone: 208-726-3497
elephantsperch.com

town of Ketchum, ID, is an amazing
monolith of granite in the Sawtooth
Mountains called Saddle Mountain.
But to the locals it is simply known
as The Elephant’s Perch.
And nestled in the middle of
the downtown area of Ketchum in
an historic building on Sun Valley
Road is a 5000-square-foot outdoor
specialty store run by Southern
California native, but long-time local
resident Bob Rosso in partnership
with his wife of 38 years, Kate.
It, too, is called The Elephant’s
Perch and after almost 40 years in
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business it is the go-to destination
for locals and tourists in this small
Idaho town.
Naming his store after a landmark
important to the local outdoor
community was a natural decision
for the 68-year-old Rosso, who ﬁrst
visited the region back in 1971 for
some winter skiing and immediately
fell in love with the diversity of
what the region had to offer. So the
former Newport Beach lifeguard
and Air Force Reserve paramedic
headed to the mountains.
Rosso opened his business in
an empty building in Ketchum and

The Elephant’s Perch debuted in
the spring of 1976 — just in time
for a winter that never snowed
and almost bankrupt the entire
town. “I was basically out of
business,” he recalls.
Some local businesses went after
SBA disaster relief funds and he
was able to borrow $50,000 to stay
open. From humble beginnings
with annual sales ranging between
$50,000 to $150,000, The Elephant’s
Perch has grown into a $3 million
business, although the “roller
coaster” bottom line is greatly
impacted every year depending
upon snow pack, forest ﬁres and a
few other economic factors.
In the early days The Elephant’s
Perch was into climbing, kayaking,
backpacking, cross-country skiing
and telemark skiing and its clothing
department was admittedly very
basic. It had an early relationship
with Great Paciﬁc Iron Works and
eventually opened with Patagonia,
Royal Robbins, The North Face
and Sierra Designs. “Clearly, those
were some of the best years of
small specialty retailers and
manufacturers and it exploded from
that point forward — some good,
some not so much,” Rosso recalls.
Today, The Elephant’s Perch
is the Sun Valley’s leading
independent outdoor specialty
store, with no big-name
competitors. “With the seasonal
changes the big-box stores do not
come to places like this, because
it is too small for their game,” he
says. “That’s just ﬁne with us.”
Its clothing department is its
largest category, with buying and
management handled by Kate
Rosso, and softgoods carry its
strongest margins. Footwear is
a strong year-round category,
with a focus on running, hiking,
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travel, casual, boots for winter and
summer, sandals and fun shoes.
The World of Bicycles and all
accessories drives business from
Spring through late September.
Accessories are solid throughout all
departments, with nutrition key.
During the summer months
The Elephant’s Perch is primarily
a bicycle specialty shop, offering
mountain bikes, road bikes and
everything in-between. Specialized
has been its primary line since the
early 1980s.
Its climbing department remains
relatively small, but very busy,
servicing an active local and
tourist climbing community that
enjoys the Sawtooth Mountains,
local crags in the valley and the
three-hour trip south to the City of
Rocks. Then, as the snow arrives it
becomes primarily a cross-country
ski specialty shop.
Also key to its success is the
organization and sponsorship
of many local outdoor events
– running races, ski races, bike
events – that draw participants
not only from Idaho but from Utah,
Wyoming and Montana as well. “It
is a lot of work, but has been a very
important connection to guests
here,” Rosso says.
This diversity and ﬂexibility are
what have made The Elephant’s
Perch a local ﬁxture.
“Our typical customers are
local families, a community of
full-time and part-time outdoor
enthusiasts, and guests to the
area, so the variety of interests and
activities is a really fun part of our
business,” Rosso says. “There is a
large population of second home
owners and they spend a lot of time
upgrading their sports toys at our
store. When guests come to this
place, they come to our community
and we take care of them.”
Rosso says he has never
seriously considered opening a
second store, content to provide
the hands-on, personal service that
has made The Elephant’s Perch

a local landmark. “There is no
challenge for us being a one-store
retailer,” he says. “I would never
want to be involved with a multistore chain of any kind. We do not
have any plans at all to expand
beyond one store — we have been
successful, we have been able to
give back to our community, we
have a strong group of employees
and we are very proud to have
The Elephant’s Perch stand on its
own merits.”
He does, however, have some
words of advice for his vendors
and it comes down to paying
attention to what got them where
they are today.
“I do believe that many of the
larger brands have lost touch
with the smaller specialty retail
stores, who I believe are the
foundation of the entire outdoor

“Our employees are all actively
involved in the sports and things
that we sell, so their knowledge of
the products and the places to go
and play is very important,” Rosso
says. “My wife and I since the very
beginning have been involved on
many boards and have served our
community in a variety of activities.
“Giving back to our community is
the right thing to do and, of course,
it also happens to very good for
business,” he adds.
The future of The Elephant’s
Perch will look very much like
its past — keeping the business
streamlined, providing a great
place to work for its employees
and always having a solid
customer base that appreciates
what it does. And Rosso and his
wife plan to continue to be the
leaders of the team.

FIELD NOTES
The Elephant’s Perch has an impressive website that serves as a
meeting place for the local outdoor
community, but it does not have an
e-commerce presence or plan. “We
do not and will not sell online,”
Rosso says in no uncertain terms.
“We love a direct relationship with
our customers and personally I do
not enjoy the world of online very
much. I do not need my life ﬂoating
around in a cloud somewhere.”

QUOTABLE
“The world of outdoor specialty retail
stores across the United States all
seemed to start about that same
time frame in the mid-1970s. Instead
of Bob’s Sporting Goods, we started
as The Elephant’s Perch.”
Bob Rosso

KEY PEOPLE
Bob Rosso
Owner

The Elephant’s Perch has no big-name competitors in the Sun Valley.

specialty market place,” he says.
“Obviously everyone wants to
grow their business, make more
money, be number one, but often
that is done at the expense of the
smaller stores.”
That said, Rosso and his
wife have become more than
just local retailers. They and
their employees are intimately
involved with the local outdoor
community as well as various
town organizations and charities.

“Maybe someday someone will
come to us who absolutely wants
to take off on the same path that
we did many years ago, and also
happens to have unlimited funds
available,” he says. “They might be
able to convince us that it is time
to take a break — who knows what
the future will bring.”
For now this One Store Wonder
maintains its perch in Idaho’s Sun
Valley, looking up the monolith that
provides its identity. O

Mary Keppler
Ofﬁce Manager
Julie Andrews
Operations Manager
Liza Wilson
Hardgoods Buyer
Jason Dykhouse
Bicycle Shop Manager
Kate Rosso
Softgoods Buyer/Manager
Jedd Young
Hardgoods Asst. Buyer
Nappy Neaman
Sales and Store Morale Manager
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ADVERTISEMENT

D&H DISTRIBUTING
Offering Top Brands and Powerful Fulﬁllment Services
To Make Sporting Goods Dealers More Competitive

As a 95 year-old supply chain veteran, D&H Distributing delivers services and logistics that give
sporting goods retailers access to a vast inventory of top ﬂight brands. Its broad product assortment is
backed by fast shipping, dedicated account reps, versatile credit options and more. D&H can leverage its
market prowess to help retailers and dealers offer a more competitive selection, wherein dealers utilize the
distributor’s extensive inventory and warehousing capabilities to facilitate a “Direct Ship” fulﬁllment model.
Markets across-the-board have faced
challenges, competing in a shopping
paradigm where consumers can
order just about any item though a
large-scale online sites with a nearly
unlimited merchandise assortment. Yet
D&H’s dealers can establish a similar
model for their own businesses by
leveraging an effective distribution
partner, using that distributor’s
warehouse and shipping capabilities to
access a greater scope of inventory,
and to expediently and transparently
deliver items to the customer.
D&H Distributing offers drop-ship
capabilities that allow purchases to be
sent directly to the consumer, marked
with the retailer’s branding. This
accommodates quick delivery without
the retailer or dealer ever having to
stock the product, and the distributor’s
involvement is invisible to the customer.
Why D&H Wins

One of the nation’s leading
technology distributors across several
markets, D&H’s manufacturer partners
include Coleman, Stansport, Cobra/
Puma, GolfBuddy, Wilson, Rawlings,
Triumph and Razor, to name a few.
And in the rapidly growing wearables
category, featured brands include
Garmin, Withings, Striiv and Fitbit.
The distributor offers a 45-day, broad-

resource. D&H maintains four
distribution centers across the United
States, which allows the company to
deliver to 98.6% of the country in one
to two days via ground service.

convenient customer experience and
access to top-tier manufacturers,
delivered with the kind of support that
can help develop their businesses
in new ways. We’re excited about
continuing our presence in this space.”
In this way, D&H Distributing has
earned an impeccable reputation over
decades in the channel.

Distributor as a Fullﬁllment Partner

Jeff Davis, sr. vice president of sales

based stock of skus from close to 80
manufacturers in the areas of team
sports, camping, outdoor recreation,
exercise and ﬁtness, golf, hunting
and ﬁshing, water recreation and
more; plus hundreds of vendors in
complementary vertical markets.
Its offerings span sporting goods,
videogaming, outdoor living and home,
consumer electronics, small appliances,
housewares, in addition to computer
and networking products. The company
has shown successful growth ﬁgures
quarter-over-quarter and year-after-year in
these complex sectors. Its multi-market
experience makes the company
a convenient, one-stop-shopping

D&H Distributing continues to
enhance its presence in the sporting
goods retail marketplace, offering credit
resources; dedicated, consultative
sales representatives; one- to two-day
shipping times; customizable dropshipping capabilities; purchasing rewards
programs; and deep inventory stock.
“A distribution partner’s role is to
become a consultant and an advocate
for the retailer. Sporting goods is an
invigorating commercial segment,
one where retailers, dealers and
consumers have a great enthusiasm
for the marketplace,” said Jeff Davis,
senior vice president of sales at D&H
Distributing. “D&H wants to educate
retailers on the many beneﬁts of a
distribution partnership with a broad
assortment of product and quick delivery
to their customers. We provide a

The Beneﬁts Of D&H Distributing

• One- to two-day shipping to 98.6% of
the continental US
• Relationships with all major carriers
• Four state-of-the-art warehouses
across the US
• Hundreds of manufacturers covering
sporting goods, home and outdoors,
health and ﬁtness, consumer
electronics, home entertainment and
other vertical markets for cross-sale
opportunities
• Customizable, direct-to-end-user
shipments
• Purchasing rewards program
(“Incentives Rewards”)
• A dedicated account representative for
every customer
• 45-day stocking inventory
• Flexible credit options
• Free account set-up

Call D&H at 717-255-7831,
or visit www.dandh.com/sports
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ALL THE BRANDS. ALL THE GOODS. ALL IN ONE PLACE.
Gain More Purchasing Power
Expand Your Assortment
Eliminate Potential Out-of-Stocks
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We have the service, selection, & support you need to extend your store!
Learn more about D&H and set up your account, it’s free! www.dandh.com/sports

Jim Blauvelt, Sporting Goods Manager
jblauvelt@dandh.com

717-255-7831

KITTERY TRADING POST
20

15

The One and Only
BEARINGS
301 U.S. Route One
PO Box 904
Kittery, ME 03904
Phone: 888-587-6246
kitterytradingpost.com

KEY PEOPLE
Kevin Adams
President, CEO, Owner
Robert Adams
Facilities/Operations Director, Owner
Fox Keim
Vice President
David Labbe
SVP–Finance and Administration

Kittery Trading Post boasts 70,000-square feet of retail selling space at its one location in Maine.

INCLUDING KITTERY TRADING

QUOTABLE
“We have excellent direct vendor
relations and we are also part of
the Sports, Inc. buying group,
which helps on the volume
issues. We also use a number of
distributors who treat us very well.”
David Labbe

Post in a Great 8 feature on singlestore outdoor specialty retailers
almost seems unfair. At a total
of 120,000-square feet, of which
70,000-square feet is selling space,
Kittery seems much, much larger
than just one store.
But this iconic New England
retailer does, indeed, remain
a one-store giant whose size,
breadth of product and retail
reputation place it at the top
of the outdoor specialty retail
chain. If you are interested in the
outdoors and you are headed
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anywhere in the state of Maine,
you stop at Kittery Trading Post.
That Kittery Trading Post is
able to continue to grow in an
increasingly challenging outdoor
specialty retail market is testament
to its commitment to what it does
best, along with an uncanny ability
to change with the times. After
all, it is a business that started in
1938 trading fur pelts and beef for
hunting supplies, ﬁshing tackle and
tobacco and today racks up more
than $50 million in annual sales of
everything outdoors.
“Our diverse product mix

offers something for everyone,”
explains David Labbe, senior VP–
ﬁnance and administration. “On a
typical day our parking lot is full
of vehicles consisting of pickup
trucks with gun racks, BMW sedans
and everything in between — all
with license plates from states all
across America and from Canadian
Provinces, as well.”
Kittery Trading Post today
employs an average of 325 people,
growing to 375 during peak season.
Apparel and footwear sales will
exceed 45 percent of its business in
2015. Historically that percentage
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L I K E N E V E R BE FO R E

T H E N E W Z /S A N D A L C O L L E C T I O N
Upgraded with Enhanced Traction and Cloud Cushion Support

KITTERY TRADING POST CONTINUED
THE G R E AT 8 I N O UTDO O R S

Kittery Trading Post has certainly grown from its roots as a trader of fur pelts for ﬁshing equipment back in 1938.

FIELD NOTES
In 1938, Philip (Bing) Adams
acquired Kittery Trading Post on
Route One in Kittery, ME, for $4000.
Retail ﬂoor space has expanded
from the original 350-square feet
to 70,000-square feet in 2015. A
two-level enclosed boatyard,
housing approximately 800
canoes, kayaks and stand
up paddleboards, is situated
alongside the store. A picnic/
pavilion area, seasonal eatery and
520 parking spaces are also located
on its eight-plus acres. Warehouse
and ofﬁce space adjoining the retail
operation in Kittery comprise close
to 33,000-square feet and its
60,000-square-foot distribution
center and e-commerce division
are located in New Hampshire.
Kittery Trading Post is open 363
days of the year — it closes on
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas
Day. A destination store from points
north and south, Kittery Trading
Post is approximately a one-hour
drive from Boston MA, Portland,
ME, and Manchester, NH.
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was closer to 40 percent.
Kittery also boasts the largest
gun showroom on the East Coast
and all shooting sports products
account for roughly 30 percent of
sales; the remaining 25 percent
of the business is dominated by
ﬁshing, camping, water sports,
winter sports, cycle and gifts.
“We have more than 250,000 soft
good items and over 80,000 hard
good items, representing over
2000 vendor brands,” says Labbe,
explaining why the store attracts
such a diverse clientele. “Most
importantly, if we decide to be in
a product category we go big and
have everything for that activity.”
Over the years, Kittery Trading
Post has diversiﬁed and expanded
its products and services to
outgrow an earlier reputation as
primarily a hunting and ﬁshing
store. Today, while favorites such
as beaded moccasins, deerskin
souvenirs and coonskin hats still
remain a Kittery Trading Post
tradition, an in-depth selection of
ﬁshing, camping, shooting sports,
hiking, bicycling, climbing, winter
and water sports equipment, casual
and sport-speciﬁc apparel, footwear
and unique gifts await visitors.
While deer hides are no longer
taken in trade, Kittery Trading Post
continues to take in trade knives,
optics, ﬁrearms and archery items.
A number of special events have

been established throughout the
year at Kittery Trading Post to
further interest and enjoyment
in ﬁshing, camping, hunting
and water/winter sports. These
events include Fishingfest, the
New England Paddlesports Show,
Paddlesports Demo Day, Hunters
Gear Up Weekend and Turkey Rail
Jam. Septemberfest, the store’s
signature event that begins on
Labor Day each year, is a weeklong celebration of the outdoors
with seminars, demonstrations,
exhibits, special activities, product
giveaways and special prices.
All of this allows Labbe to feel
conﬁdent that Kittery Trading Post
has no single competitor with the
same entire product mix it offers
under one roof. As a result, its
competition is the hundreds of
retail stores and Internet sites that
compete head on against many of
its product categories.
“We compete by having the best
brands and customer service,” he
says. “Our manufacturers and their
reps love that we pay our bills and
showcase their products in our
unique store. Our customers love
our products and the advice our
employees give them. Then they
tell their friends, which is the best
form of advertising ever created.”
Labbe believes the uniqueness
of being a retailer with just one
store is among Kittery’s biggest

strengths. “A one-location store
gives you a signiﬁcant control
advantage over inventory, product
assortment, customer service and,
most importantly, the ability to
constantly try new things without
the signiﬁcant risk of investment,”
he points out. “The new things are
why we are still successful after 77
years. We are constantly tweaking
and improving.”
But are there any plans to expand
beyond one store? That answer
is simple. No. “The one store will
remain one store,” Labbe says. “The
family-owned business goals are to
continue to provide our customers
with the best products and service,
treat our employees fairly and make
a proﬁt. We have successfully done
that for 77 years, so why change?”
Instead, its immediate goal is to
reach sales of $1000 per square
foot, at which time Kittery will
look into expanding the store
once again.
Kittery Trading Post does have
a robust e-commerce site, yet its
online orders represent less than
four percent of sales in 2015. The
site does, however, drive trafﬁc to
the brick-and-mortar store. “We
see opportunities to signiﬁcantly
grow this segment of the business,”
Labbe says, but the absence of a
catalog and having more products
in the store than online has made
this a challenging endeavor. O
outdoorinsightmag.com

PINE NEEDLE MOUNTAINEERING
20

15

A Family Affair

There’s never enough space for all of the products Pine Needle wants to carry.

JEREMY DAKAN HAS AN ENVIABLE

BEARINGS
835 Main Street
Durango, CO 81301
Phone: 970-247-8728
pineneedle.com

QUOTABLE
“My favorite part of running the store
is selling fun to fun people. Every day
we help folks gear up for their next
adventure. The people we get to meet
and the adventures we hear about are
inspiring. It is very rewarding.”
Jeremy Dakan

problem — the biggest challenge
for Pine Needle Mountaineering
these days is ﬁnding enough
space for the store’s growth.
There’s just so much out there
Pine Needle could stock and sell if
it only had the room.
“As the business grows, all
of that growth needs to ﬁt in
the same store,” Dakan says.
“Whether it is adding a new
vendor, adding a new category or
adding more of what we already
do well with, there is a lot of great
stuff to ﬁt under one roof.”
Located in the heart of
downtown Durango in the Four
Corners region, Pine Needle was
founded in 1976 by Mel Matis.
The current owners, Jeremy and
Ashley Dakan and Miles Venzara,
purchased the store in 2012 from
second owner Keith Roush. Pine
Needle Mountaineering describes
itself as an outdoor specialty
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shop focusing in the summer
on backpacking, climbing and
adventure travel and in the winter
on backcountry and Nordic skiing.
“Pine Needle Mountaineering is
a business built on catering to the
local community of avid multisport athletes,” Dakan explains.
“We built the business around
our local customers and in return
this creates a unique and exciting
experience for out-of-town guests.”
Pine Needle is blessed to
be in a location with a variety
of ecosystems within striking
distance, from desert to river
to alpine. These days it offers a
full-service ski repair shop with a
new Montana stone grinder and
backcountry and Nordic demo ﬂeet.
It also houses the Boot Mechanic,
offering custom boot ﬁtting and
footbeds. It has a climbing wall so
customers have a chance to get the
real feel of their climbing shoes.
“The store is refreshing to walk

into, as many customers and sales
reps from around the country
remark on,” he boasts.
Today its major lines include
Patagonia, The North Face, Black
Diamond, Rossignol, Scarpa,
Dynaﬁt, Royal Robbins, Arc’teryx,
Kuhl, Prana, Osprey, SmartWool,
Rab, Olukai, Big Agnes, Ex Ofﬁcio,
Flylow, DPS Skis, Line Skis, K2, Voile,
Dakine, Smith, Suncloud, Forecast,
Maui Jim, Native, Zeal, Cascade
Designs, Petzl, Altra Running,
Salomon and Salewa. Also on the
ﬂoor are Woolrich, Carve, Mountain
Khakis, Western Mountaineering,
Outdoor Research, MSR, Eagle
Creek, Sea to Summit, Metolius,
Organic Climbing, Dalbello, Marker,
G3, Newton Running, Mammut and
Suunto.
Selling all of these top brands
to a far-ranging clientele takes
a knowledgeable sales staff and
Dakan gives his staff of 12 full credit
for the store’s success. He requires
all employees, including himself
and his wife, Ashley, to work on
the sales ﬂoor in addition to their
buying and teaching duties in order
to keep in touch with customers.
“We feel that our staff is what
makes our store,” he says. “We hire
friendly folks who are active leaders
in the mountain sports that we
promote. All of them strive to make
that extra effort for every customer,
helping them ﬁnd what they need,
whether it is here or elsewhere.
“Our staff wears a lot of hats
and we require the buyers and
the owners (us) to work the sales
ﬂoor,” he says. “I think this offers
our customers extra expertise on
particular categories. It’s also useful
for the buyer to be on the front
lines to see what is working and
what is not, and why.”
This also leads to excellent
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PINE NEEDLE MOUNTAINEERING CONTINUED
THE G R E AT 8 I N O UTDO O R S

FIELD NOTES
In 2014 Pine Mountain Mountaineering founded the Peter Carver and
Joe Philpott Avalanche Education
Scholarship (knowthesnowfund.org)
and was able to send 10 people to
Level One avalanche school through
this scholarship in its ﬁrst year. The
store also had a big part in getting a
new organization called Friends of the
San Juans (thesanjuans.org) off the
ground. Friends of the San Juans
offers free avalanche education
and encourages participants to
further their avalanche education
with a certiﬁed Level One or Level
Two avalanche course.
Pine Needle Mountaineering is a family-run store. Ashley and Jeremy Dakan
are married (they met at the winter
Outdoor Retailer show when Ashley
was working for Horny Toad) and are
expecting their ﬁrst child this summer.
Miles Venzara and his wife, Jen, just
had a baby boy. “Hopefully one day
our kids can take over,” Dakan says.

KEY PEOPLE
Jeremy Dakan
Owner and Hardgoods, Ski and
Footwear Buyer
Ashley (Gonnella) Dakan
Owner and Women’s Buyer
Miles Venzara
Owner
Esther Kopf
Men’s and Accessories Buyer
Eric Dixon
Shipping/Receiving, Warranty,
Climbing Gear, Books/Maps Buyer
Ben Brashear
Go-to Ski Guy
Drew Gunn
Gear Guru
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The climbing segment is a key category at Pine Needle Mountaineering.

employee retention, he adds. “This
goes a long way when our return
customers can walk in the door and
know the crew by name and know
they can trust the information we
offer them.”
The folks on the sales ﬂoor
remain friendly with the local
outdoor retail competition as well,
he points out, and there is plenty
of it. It is part of the store’s mantra
to keep in touch with the local
outdoor community.
“In a town with multiple camping,
bike and ski shops, we try to
maintain friendly competition with
everyone in town,” Dakan says. “We
send folks to our competition on
a daily basis when we do not have
what they are looking for.”
In addition to the wealth of
knowledge offered by its long-time
employees, Dakan gives credit to
the store’s vendors for keeping the
retailer ahead of the pack.
“The vendors hold the key to
success for brick-and-mortar
and our biggest vendors are our

biggest vendors for a reason,” he
says. “These are the vendors that
we have a strong, longstanding
partnership with. Our most valued
vendor partners communicate
openly with us about distribution,
closeout opportunities and sellthrough and support us with event
sponsorship, return-to-vendor
product swaps and more. We go out
of our way to support the vendors
that support us.”
He is disturbed that on the ﬂip
side some vendors are its biggest
competitors as well. He blames
the economic crash a few years
ago that messed up distribution
as vendors were forced to ﬁnd
alternative sales avenues.
“Existing dealers were not
growing as rapidly as they had
been and thus the vendors’
growth decreased dramatically,”
he explains. “Certain vendors
looked not to support their
existing dealers, but to open up
more dealers to sell more. Often
times this happened without any

discussion with current retailers, or
behind the scenes.”
Pine Needle remains ﬁercely loyal
to the vendors that support it, but
will not hesitate to look elsewhere
if vendors cease to support the
independent retailer. Discounting is
a particular scourge of his.
“Small independent dealers
are ﬁnding it harder and harder
to compete with online and bigbox discounts, often disguised
as coupons or credits,” he says.
“When we start off with a smaller
margin than the big guys, then we
are forced to match price or go
on sale earlier in the season, with
margins get pinched so tight that
the product may not be worth
stocking.”
This has consequences for the
vendor, he points out, because if
the small specialty retailers quit
carrying certain lines those lines
tend to lose their clout. “When
customers don’t see a vendor’s
product in the unique outdoor
shops, they tend to lose interest
and conﬁdence in a brand,” he
points out. “Outdoor customers
rely on specialty retailers to have
the latest and greatest. Ultimately,
discounting devalues a brand. The
vendor may sell more initially, but
in the long term the brand seems to
mean less and less.”
Those challenges make Dakan
and his staff even more determined
to focus on their roots as a onestore outdoor specialty retailer.
They like being able to do it all.
“Pine Needle is very well rounded
and at any time of the year you
might take in a pair of skis for
repair, sell a dress for a wedding, ﬁt
a running shoe, help someone with
a warranty or put fresh product on
the ﬂoor,” he says.
Pine Needle does have a robust
e-commerce site as part of its
recently relaunched website,
pineneedle.com. The online sales
effort was spurred by its visitors
looking to buy from them after
outdoorinsightmag.com

Pine Needle is ﬁercely loyal to the vendors that support its retail efforts.

they return home. Selling product
was a natural outgrowth of the
site’s initial purpose of providing
information to the community.
“We do sell online because

we have numerous out-of-town
customers that come in our door
and have a pleasant experience
and ask us if we have a web store,”
Dakan explains. “Ask and you

shall receive,” he adds, pointing
out that Pine Needle can’t hope to
compete with Backcountry.com.
“But we have loyal customers that
appreciate what we do and we want
to offer our site for them. It has
turned into a good resource for our
local customers, too.”
But at the end of the day
– and at the beginning, and
in the middle – Pine Needle
Mountaineering is a hands-on
outdoor specialty store. And
Dakan pledges to keep it that way.
“Our future for Pine Needle is to
continue the passion we have for
our community and the activities
we represent,” he says. “There is
something special about a locally
owned store. This place is an
institution for our community and
we plan on carrying that torch into
the future.” O

QUOTABLE
“Our mission is to serve
our customers here. Our
purpose is to serve folks
that walk in our door,
as well as loyal folks
everywhere that already
know and love Pine
Needle Mountaineering.”
Jeremy Dakan

RUTABAGA PADDLESPORTS
20

15

Water Everywhere
BEARINGS
220 West Broadway
Madison, WI 53716
Phone: 608-223-9300
rutabaga.com

KEY PEOPLE
Darren Bush
Owner and Chief Paddling
Evangelist
Scott Hamstra
Buyer and Manager
Mary Bonk
CFO
Employees at Rutabaga Paddlesports like nothing more than getting a customer out on the water — every day.

Nancy Saulsbury
Director of Outdoor Programs
Woody Osborne
Floor Manager
Sasha Stone & Marit Haug
Buyers
Ethan Schiewe
Warehouse Manager

AT RUTABAGA PADDLESPORTS,

every day that ends in a “Y” is
considered a demo day for its
canoes, kayaks, SUP boards and
other paddle products. After
all, asks owner Darren Bush
rhetorically, would you buy a car
without test-driving it?
“We’re unusual in that we’re
located on the water, which
is purposeful,” he says of his
7000-square-foot store in Madison,
WI, a town of about 350,000 with
a strong afﬁnity for all things that
have to do with the water. “A lot of
shops do paddle demo days, but
with us a customer can walk in, get
a few different ideas of what might
work for them, then get on the
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water and know what works best.”
That kind of love of being on the
water – Bush was interviewed for
this article shortly after returning
from a morning paddle – has
made Rutabaga Paddlesports
the destination for water sports
enthusiasts from Madison and
beyond. “On any given day we’ll
see license plates from four or ﬁve
surrounding states,” he says.
Rutabaga has been around
since the early 1970s, started in
the basement of four University
of Wisconsin students. Bush
started working weekends for
Rutabaga back in 1990 and bought
the company in 2002. “I had a
real job working as a statistician

for the state of Wisconsin and I
never thought I’d end up owning
a specialty retail shop,” he recalls.
“But 25 years after selling canoes
on Saturdays, here I am.”
Rutabaga currently has between
20 and 25 employees, depending
on the season, and its instructional
program has two full-time staff plus
a dozen seasonal instructors. “We
have had a lot of staff for well
over a decade — people tend
to stay around a little longer,
which I know is a little strange for
specialty retail,” he says. “I always
have had fewer openings than
staff, which is sort of a drag. I’d
like to keep everyone, but we’re a
seasonal business.”
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RUTABAGA PADDLESPORTS CONTINUED
THE G R E AT 8 I N O UTDO O R S

Rutabaga is committed to developing new watersports participants.

FIELD NOTES
Rutabaga Outdoor Programs is the
largest ﬂat-water paddling school in
the country, with classes for all ages in
all disciplines, certiﬁcation courses for
ACA and BCU, and master classes by
instructors from all over North America.
Rutabaga was voted Paddlesports
Retailer of the Year Award from Canoe
and Kayak Magazine for 2003, 2004,
and 2006, 2007, 2010, and 2011, at
which point the award was retired.
The store was also voted one
of the Top 50 Places to Work in
the Outdoor Industry by Outside
Magazine, one of only three
retailers to be placed in such a
distinguished crowd. And it was
awarded a 2010 Canoe and Kayak
Magazine’s Reader’s Choice Award for
Outﬁtters.
Rutabaga was voted best Sea Kayak
Shop in the Midwest by Sea Kayaker
Magazine for three years straight.
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Rutabaga carries a lot of
boat lines, such as Wilderness
Systems, Dagger, Current Designs,
Wenonah Canoe, Old Town, Necky,
Northwoods (Bell), P&H and
Venture kayaks and Hurricane.
They are complemented by paddles
from Bending Branches, Werner,
Aquabound, Lendal and a few
other boutique brands, along with
paddling clothing and PFDs from
Kokatat, MTI, NRS, Stohlquist,
Astral, Level Six, Snapdragon and
Seals. It is also a strong player in
Yakima, Thule and Malone, since,
as Bush puts it, “you can’t move a
boat without a rack or trailer.”
Rutabaga does sell the camping
category, but 90 percent of its sales
are related to paddling, whether
it’s gear or clothing. In the winter it
sells snowshoes and some winter
clothing to keep the lights on.
He describes the store as “very
much a hardgoods oriented shop,
something of a strange animal in
that we sell a lot less non-technical
apparel and footwear than most
outdoor shops.”
The store also carries sports
technical wear, which means it is
made from materials that perform
well in conditions in which its
customers often ﬁnd themselves

– that is, damp ones – but can
still look nice and be worn to the
grocery store. Yoga clothing tends
to crossover to SUP pretty well.
Being in the paddle game for
so many years, Bush feels it is his
mission to get people out on the
water.
“The thing is, if they come
through the door, it means they are
interested in getting on the water,”
he says. And his job is to ﬁgure out
the best craft for the customer’s
preferred way of interacting
with the water. “There’s no real
quantiﬁable metric that works for
our demographic. It’s more of a
spiritual demographic — people
seeking a connection with the water
in some way. Our job is to ﬁnd the
right tool.”
Finding that tool comes down
to its salespeople focusing more
on the experience than the gear.
It already offers a slate of outdoor
programs to teach people how to
use the stuff in the store. Its sea
kayak symposium on Lake Michigan
in Door County has become one
of the largest in the country, and
its seasonal Canoecopia event is a
must-attend event.
“When we can move people
from participants to enthusiasts,

we feel like we’ve done a good
job,” Bush says. “If we can get
enthusiasts to become evangelists,
we’ve done even better. If we can
get evangelists in our community
to talk to beginners or potential
beginners, that closes the loop and
the system self-perpetuates.”
Rutabaga accomplishes all of
this in the face of multi-faceted
competition, from other retailers
such as REI and the like and from
other activities vying for peoples’
time. Bush has a unique way of
facing this challenge head on
and thinks many people look at
competition incorrectly.
“The idea that my competition
is the box store down the block
with a $249 kayak is crazy,” he says.
“My competition is on-line gaming,
Facebook and any activity that
keeps people from going outside. If
I am wrestling with Costco over a
$249 sale, I’ve already lost.”
Rutabaga’s strategy is to focus
on creating new customers rather
than ﬁghting for the few that exist,
believing it makes more sense to go
after people who don’t paddle than
people who already do. And when
these newbies are found, there is a
Rutabaga way of making the sale.
“I don’t try to out-REI REI. The
fact is that they send us a lot of
customers because they don’t have
the breadth of product we have, not
even close,” Bush points out. “They
need a good tent? We send them to
across town to get one. Customers
need a kayak that isn’t a rec kayak?
REI sends them here.”
While the big-box and Internet
competition tend to buy business
with pricing, because there’s always
someone willing to sell something
for a dollar less, this only leads to a
race to the bottom.
“Our prices are MSRP, so we’re
not upcharging customers for a
better experience, and they see
the value of that relationship,”
Bush says. “If they don’t, there’s
a limit to what I can do to change
outdoorinsightmag.com

their philosophy.”
This philosophy undoubtedly
endears Rutabaga to its vendor
partners. Bush admits the major
vendors will out of necessity focus
more on the higher volume stores,
but he feels his one store more than
holds its own when it comes to the
respect of the vendor community.
“We absolutely do get the same
attention within paddlesports,” he
says. “From a branding perspective,
specialty retailers, speciﬁcally
paddlesports specialty retailers, are
the ones who build brands.”
As a specialty retailer, Rutabaga
is able to take risks that box stores
won’t, promoting new product
and showcasing what is new and
cool. His store was in the Merino
business with Icebreaker and Ibex
long before the big-box stores.
“Once Rutabaga and other specialty

stores established the category as
viable, only then do big-boxes get in
on the game. A lot of those brands
then go direct, open factory stores
and sell to box stores because of
the volume.
“Quite a few brands are still loyal
to specialty, but quite a few leave
the dance with someone who didn’t
bring them,” he adds. “That’s not a
complaint, it’s just how the world
works. It’s disappointing that some
vendors don’t realize the value that
specialty shops add.”
Rutabaga Paddlesports does a
“decent” on-line business, but is not
trying to be an Internet player since
it does not have the resources.
Rutabaga.com is designed as a
mirror of the experience customers
would get if they walked in
its doors. Rutabaga has also
developed cartop.com, an online

shopping site for car racks, kayak,
canoe and bicycle carriers and
luggage boxes.
Despite the challenges of being
a one-store specialty retailer, Bush
has no plans to expand to another
location. It all comes down to his
reason for being in business.
“I get asked regularly ‘Why
don’t you open a store in X City?’ I
tell them, because I don’t want to.
I can’t impact the experience of a
customer from 200 miles away,”
he explains. “If I sold a commodity
it would make sense to expand
from a ﬁnancial perspective, but I
don’t. I could increase proﬁtability
by 20 percent and work three
times harder if I opened another
store, but I love my wife and I like
seeing her.”
Now, interview over. Time to get
back on the water. O

QUOTABLE
“I once sold a solo canoe to a woman
whose husband, as nice as he was,
was not interested in paddling. She
needed a little instruction, so I took
an hour and paddled around with her
behind the shop. When I pulled her
boat out of the water, I turned around
and she hugged me and said ‘Thank
you, you just changed my life.’ Well, it
doesn’t get any better than that.”
Darren Bush

SKINNY SKIS
20

15

Local Heavyweight
BEARINGS
65 West Deloney
PO Box 3610
Jackson, WY 83001
Phone: 307-733-6094

skinnyskis.com

KEY PEOPLE
Jeff Crabtree
Co-Owner
Phil Leeds
Co-Owner
Scott O’Brien
Co-Owner
Dan Haarman
Store Manager
Jenn Staph
Softgoods Buyer

With cross-country and downhill skiing prevalent in the region, Skinny Skis serves locals, visitors and second home owners.

Kim Pennington
Softgoods Buyer

NEARLY TWO MILLION PEOPLE

Janette Baribeau
Shipping and Warranties
Ryan Hayes
Shop Technician
Ron Levy
Hardgoods Buyer

visit Grand Teton National Park
and Yellowstone National Park
every year, making it a great
place to succeed with a yearround outdoor specialty store.
That’s exactly what Skinny Skis
co-owner Jeff Crabtree has
found for the past 40 years since
starting the store as a small,
seasonal cross country ski shop
in 1974.
In those four decades Skinny
Skis has outgrown – but not
changed – its original name and
today is a year-round outdoor
specialty store serving locals,
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Jackson Hole/Grand Teton
National Park visitors and second
homeowners.
“As the name implies, Skinny
Skis’ focus, at least initially,
was performance Nordic
skiing,” Crabtree explains.
“The store has evolved into
a number of other areas,” he
adds, namely backcountry
skiing, cross-country touring
and snowshoeing. When spring
arrives, Skinny Skis turns its
attention to road and trail
running, hiking gear and clothing,
backpacking equipment and
mountaineering.

“Not all of the tourists visit
the town of Jackson, but a
healthy percentage do, especially
those visiting Grand Teton,” he
explains. In the winter, the vast
majority of visitors are there to
ski at the Jackson Hole Mountain
Resort and more are also ﬁnding
the other attractions to Jackson
Hole compelling — experiencing
winter in Grand Teton National
Park, the national Elk Refuge,
incredible backcountry skiing
and numerous art galleries and
ﬁne dining.
It all adds up to a diverse
mix of customers served by
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Outdoor Retailer’s Retail Relations Specialist,
Joe Bustos, enjoying early Spring on the Owens.
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SKINNY SKIS CONTINUED
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FIELD NOTES
Enabling it to compete with larger, multi-store retailers and online
sellers, Skinny Skis belongs to The
Grassroots Outdoor Alliance. “This
relationship, combined with our own
length of doing business, has helped
us communicate well with a number of
large vendors,” Jeff Crabtree says.
After six years of e-commerce
investment, Skinny Skis no longer
sells product online, opting
instead to use its website as an
information portal to its retail
selection as well as events going
on in the surrounding mountains
and valleys. The decision was made
because of the expense and effort
necessary to operate an e-commerce
site in a seasonal business.“The
focus had been exclusively crosscountry ski equipment and our results
were mixed,” admits Jeff Crabtree.
“As those involved in e-tail sites are
almost certain to corroborate, it is
very time consuming and expensive
to maintain a vibrant, competitive
site in an environment like crosscountry skiing, where the weather,
snowpack, closeouts and everincreasing marketing costs come into
play.” As a result Skinny Skis recently
redesigned its site and is focusing on
information it thinks will resonate with
its customers year-round.
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Skinny Skis has come a long way from its roots as a Nordic ski shop and today sells to all outdoor enthusiasts.

Skinny Skis’ 15 employees in its
3500-square-foot store situated
one block away from bustling
Jackson Town Square.
The store’s merchandise
mix of gear, clothing, footwear
and accessories leans toward
clothing and footwear, and is not
speciﬁcally limited to mountain
sports. It pays a lot of attention
to performance-oriented apparel
and footwear. The gear and ski
equipment it features is similar,
targeting a more “light and fast”
approach.
“This all circles back to our
roots,” Crabtree explains.
Those roots grew out of
Crabtree’s collegiate racing
experience at the University of
Colorado, which led to a job in
his hometown of Jackson as the
head coach of the Jackson Hole
Ski Club Nordic Team. With few
options available for Nordic
gear in the area, he opted to
open a seasonal shop with Owen

Anderson, a close family friend
who left the business in 1984.
Gear and clothing from Madshus,
Fischer, Skilom, Odlo and Bonna
were the early mainstays.
Skinny Skis continued as a
seasonal (October through
April) cross-country ski specialty
shop and in the spring of 1977 it
became a year-round store when
Phil Leeds, a friend of Crabtree’s
from California, joined the
company as a partner. Last year
Skinny Skis celebrated its 40th
anniversary and a new business
partner, Scott O’Brien, joined as
co-owner.
When it started staying open
12 months a year Skinny Skis was
forced to expand its merchandise
mix, since selling cross-country
gear in the summer was more
of a challenge than anyone
wanted to undertake. Crabtree
and his partners looked around
and decided to tap into the
region’s growing reputation as

an outdoors mecca and brought
in gear and clothing for running,
hiking, backpacking and climbing.
Skinny Skis was among the ﬁrst
shops in the country to offer
gear and clothing from Marmot,
Gregory and Moonstone.
One of the unique expansions
undertaken was the opening of
a small, seasonal shop called
Moosely Mountaineering in
nearby Moose in Grand Teton as
an outlet for cosmetic seconds
for hiking, backpacking and
climbing. While in recent times
ﬁnding cosmetic blems from
vendors has become nearly
impossible, the store continues
to focus on value in quality
outdoor gear and clothing.
Moosely Mountaineering
operates seasonally from early
May through September.
“We opened Moosely in 1985,
so we are celebrating our 30th
summer this year,” Crabtree
points out. “It’s our convenient
outdoorinsightmag.com

summer outpost. Given it is
1500-square feet, we feature
a good selection of hiking,
backpacking and climbing gear
for adventures in the park, plus
great buys on outdoor clothing.
We hope people ﬁnd it a smallbut-fun place to shop and get
many of those last-minute
necessities.
“To top it off, we’re next
door to the Dornan’s Bar and
Chuckwagon restaurant,” he
adds.
Back in Jackson Hole,
competition abounds in a highproﬁle outdoor destination —
there are eight other sporting
goods stores in the valley, all
within 12 miles of each other.
Add to that the growing Internet
competition and the fact that
almost all of its suppliers are

selling direct – via their own
retail locations and online – and
Crabtree realizes what he is up
against.
So Skinny Skis competes by
doing what it feels it does best —
service and selection.
“We would hope that people
ﬁnd our level of customer
service high, our selection of
products geared for Jackson
Hole and our atmosphere very
comfortable,” he says. “We
have a strong selection of gear,
footwear and clothing, all with a
very keen focus on value. This,
combined with attentive, friendly
staffers, has gotten us to the
40-year mark and will, hopefully,
enable us to compete over the
next 40.”
Plans for those next 40 do
not include the opening of

another store, since Crabtree
is very comfortable as a onestore retailer even in the face of
growing national, regional and
online competition. He and his
staff are ready for the challenge.
“Retailing, whether for
one store or more, is more
challenging than ever,” he says.
“The Internet, as we all know, has
provided our customers with a
vast selection, very competitive
prices and fast delivery. We
have to be prepared to meet
this challenge. It’s an exciting
time and one we’re happy to be
engaged in.
“We’re very comfortable with
our current one-store game plan,”
he adds. “Bigger isn’t always
better, especially if you live in
Jackson Hole and want to spend
even more time outside.” O

QUOTABLE
“As most everyone has
experienced with brickand-mortar retailing, [we
ﬁnd that] the Internet is
equivalent to at least one
additional competitive shop
in the neighborhood.”
Jeff Crabtree
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Trails to Cocktails
Icebreaker, SmartWool, The North
Face, Marmot, Mountain Hardwear,
Black Diamond, Dynaﬁt, Osprey,
Big Agnes, Scarpa and Salomon
as its major brands. Smith, Kuhl,
Prana, Go Pro, CamelBak, Salewa,
Asics and Cascade Designs are
some of its smaller partners.
Ute Mountaineer serves the
Roaring Fork Valley from Aspen
to Glenwood Springs. After 30
years in the same space, it moved
nearly ﬁve years ago to its current
location in a 125-year-old stone
building, built in Aspen’s silver
mining days. It is actually in the
building that served as Aspen’s
Post Ofﬁce in the 1940s. It has
18 year-round employees, which
grows to about 27 in winter when
it runs two cross-country ski
centers in the Aspen area.
With that wealth of experience
and knowledge of the local outdoor
scene, Outdoor Insight let Bob Wade
tell the past, current and future
story of The Ute in his own words.
What is an accurate description of Ute
Mountaineer?

Sponsoring outdoor events keeps The Ute in touch with its community.

HAVING FIRST OPENED ITS DOORS

BEARINGS
210 S Galena Street
Aspen, CO 81611
Phone: 970-925-2849
utemountaineer.com

on April Fool’s Day way back in
1977, Ute Mountaineer – known
simply as The Ute – has been
serving the upscale Aspen, CO,
outdoor community on a yearround basis for almost 40 years.
Owner Bob Wade, who started the
business with Bob Culp of Boulder
Mountaineer fame and has been
sole owner for close to 30 years
now, is getting ready to hand the
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reins to the next generation. His
daughter, Maile, purchased 20
percent of the business recently
with the plan to take over in the nottoo-distant future.
The Ute is housed in a
4000-square-foot space, with about
2000-square feet of basement
storage and workshop (for ski
tuning and work on footwear and
camping gear). It carries Patagonia,
Arc’teryx, Outdoor Research,

Bob Wade: The Ute is the epicenter
of self-propelled sports in Aspen.
Despite being in an international
ski destination, we do a balanced
amount of business between winter
and summer. In winter, we do much
of our business in Alpine touring
(Randonee skiing), telemark skiing
and cross-country skiing. A lot of
the resort skiers visit us because
of our reputation for knowing the
techie side of skiing. People that
come from other areas often wait to
buy their clothing and gear from the
people who know and use it here in
the mountains.
What’s the summer business like?

Section sponsored by

In the summer we cover hiking,
climbing and camping and running.
Our Golden Leaf Half Marathon,
a trail run, has been held at the
height of Fall colors since 1978.
Of course, we cover road running
as well. Aspen has a number of
road running events, including
a marathon, in the summer so
we cater to those needs. And, of
course, we carry the casual clothing
and cross-over clothing – trails to
cocktails – that identiﬁes the wearer
as a member of the outdoor culture.
What is your product philosophy?

Our local customers and visitors
know that we seek out the very
best brands — not just the biggest
names. We preach that there is an
economy in buying quality. When
you buy the best you tend to
use it and keep it a long time. We
represent the antithesis of disposea-culture.
Who is your typical customer?

Despite being in a resort we have
about an equal balance between
local customers and visitors. Our
local customers keep us alive in
the two off-seasons with their
adventure travel and are our best
advertising to the visiting tourists.
We treat everyone with the same
respect and care, whether they are
covered with rhinestones or mud.

The Ute Mountaineer staff mixes an extensive knowledge of the outdoors with a healthy dose of fun.

lines. We are a town of early adopters. So it makes our job both more
interesting and at the same time
more challenging, because our
customers want us to keep surprising them. People come to The
Ute because they know that we
will take care of them through the
purchase process and throughout
the product’s lifetime.

We have some very good stores
both in Aspen and down the valley.
There is no real direct competition
in Aspen — it is more overlapping
items or product lines.
How about online competition?

What makes your store unique?

The Internet is our greatest challenge. Folks have chased price only
to ﬁnd that they got a great price
on an item that doesn’t match their
needs. They see that by listening
to them and doing the detective
work, we connect them with the
right product. And more and more
of our local customers realize that
by supporting local businesses
they help employ their friends and
family, they support social services in our town and they keep
the potholes in our snow- and
ice-weathered roads repaired.

Hoe much does the vibe in Aspen
inﬂuence your store?

We are very lucky to be in an
environment where people value
quality and innovative product

er retail and Internet competition?

A prerequisite of being a sales
associate here is, get this, enjoying
contact with other human beings.
We do a lot of footwear customization, ski mounting, pack ﬁtting
— the tactile side of the shopping
experience. You are not going to
get that in an Internet or even a
big-box experience.

Who is your competition?

Why do people shop at your store?

Our team does exhaustive work
in laying out an assortment that
appeals to our customer, with style,
cost and function options. In short,
we ﬁlter the gigantic offering of
outdoor clothing and gear that we
see at market to meet our Aspen
customer’s needs.

So how do you compete with the larg-

What are the unique challenges of
being a one-store retailer?

Certainly the challenge of scale
in our purchasing of goods and
services is there. That is why we
belong to our industry specialty
group, the Grassroots Outdoor
Alliance. It gives us more purchasing power but, more importantly, it
gives us a view of how others of our
relative size deal with the challenge
of being in small business.

KEY PEOPLE
Bob Wade
Owner
Ruth Wade
Partner
Paul Perley
General Manager
Sam Barg
Hardgoods Buyer
Maile Wade
Apparel Buyer
Justin Hewitt
Ski, Climbing, Packs/Sleeping
Bags/Tents/Pads
Susan Jackson
Graphics
Nathan Martinez &
Joel Nunez-Smith
Floor Managers

Do you think you get the same attention from the major brands as your
larger competitors?

It is very hard to say, but I am
for the most part pleased with the
attention we get. I think the reps
probably enjoy the lower key nature
of the relationships with us smaller
retailers. It is sometimes frustrat-
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE
PahaQue

Wolverine

The Green Mountain 4XD Tent
The Green Mountain 4XD Tent by PahaQue provides a wide-open, airy feeling in
good weather, and a dry, roomy environment when the weather turns nasty.

Chaos Hats

The Spirit of Style
Chaos Headwear, makers of high quality headwear in North America and
Worldwide, are once again on the forefront for outdoor headwear. Chaos is
offering over 300 new designs in its lifestyle category and an expanded line of
technical summer protection.

Sea Eagle

®

Sea Eagle® Travel Canoe TC16
The World’s First ALL Drop-Stitch 16’x38” Inﬂatable Kayak. Fits in a car or
closet, comes in its own carry bag 39”x24”x12”. Weighs 60 lbs. Holds 2
people/915 lbs.
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Wolverine Overman
The Overman features Wolverine CarbonMAX, one of the ﬁrst safety-toes
using nanotechnology for the ultimate in protection and lightweight comfort.
www.wolverine.com

Chaco

New Women’s OutCross Evo Free
Expanding the successful OutCross platform, the new Women’s OutCross Evo
Free is versatile and breathable, and travel-friendly with a collapsible, fold-down
heel. Available in four colors. MSRP: $110. Chacos.com

Avex

360 Pour
The 360 Pour has an easy half-turn-open and 360 pour interface for an easy pouring
experience, removable easy-clean lid, bottom pad and double-walled drink cup.
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Jumping Off Point
Despite A Slight Decline, Bright Spots
Remain in Outdoor Participation Statistics.

PARTICIPATION

Participation Rate
Ages
6 to 24

Nearly half of all Americans –48.4 percent – participated in at least one outdoor activity in 2014. This equates to
141.4 million participants who went on a collective 11.8 billion outdoor outings. Overall outdoor participation dropped .8
percent since 2013 and, by a small margin, reached the lowest levels since 2006. Extreme weather and an unusually cold
winter are cited as likely being major contributors to the decline, according to the Outdoor Foundation’s Outdoor Recreation
Participation Topline Report for 2015. The report is based on an online survey of nearly 11,000 Americans ages six and older.
Percentage of Americans Who Particpated in an Outdoor Activity
50%

50%

11.8

Running, Jogging
and Trail Running
25.6%

BILLION
OUTDOOR
OUTINGS

49.4%

49.4%
49.2%

49.1%

48.9%
48.6%
48.4%

Bicycling (Road,
Mountain and BMX)
21.2%

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

POSITIVE TRENDS

Camping (Car,
Backyard and RV)
18.5%

Participation in racing, such as adventure racing and triathlons, has increased significantly over the past three years.
Water sports, such as stand up paddling and kayak fishing, have also seen an increase in participation during the past several years.
Adventure racing is up 38 percent over the past three years, leading the charge.

+38%

ADVENTURE RACING
NON-TRADITIONAL / OFF ROAD TRIATHLON

+31%

STAND UP PADDLING

Fishing (Fresh,
Salt and Fly)
18.0%
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+19%

TRADITIONAL TRIATHLON
BMX BICYCLING

+16%

TRADITIONAL CLIMBING

+16%
+15%

BOARDSAILING

+13%

SEA/TOUR KAYAKING

+13%

3 YEAR
CHANGE

outdoorinsightmag.com
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Hiking
12.8%

+20%

KAYAK / FISHING

WHITE WATER KAYAKING

+34%

C

US MATERIALS

MMUNITY
Celebrating the Appalachian Trail
Community: Damascus, Virginia

US MANUFAC T URING

US WORKERS
VISIT US IN BOOTH BR611

INTRODUCING

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA 2

Damascus Elite Hike

Our Most Innovative 100% American Technical Hiking Sock
FEATURING
COMFORT COMPRESSION USING LYCRA® FIBER
Provides all day comfort and minimizes foot fatigue.

IMPACT CUSHIONING & VENTILATION ZONES
Provides extra protection on the top of the foot, while
also facilitating adequate air flow around the foot.

AVAILABLE IN BOTH MEN’S & WOMEN’S
M’s Damascus Lightweight

W’s Damascus Lightweight

Lightweight, 1/4 crew and medium weight styles.

www.farmtofeet.com

by B A F F I N

GUARANTEED TO LEAK.
LIKE A SIEVE.
THE BAFFIN TRAIL TO RAPIDS SERIES
METALLIC GRID
IN-SOLE STOPS
STONES AND GRIT
VENTILATED MESH PROVIDES
ULTIMATE BREATHABILITY
ULTRA LIGHT MIDSOLE
PROTECTS AND CUSHIONS
OUTERSOLE GIVES ADDED
TRACTION ON THE TRAILS

FRONT AND BACK
DRAINAGE CHANNELS
DRAIN ALL MOISTURE

A lightweight and highly breathable trail
shoe. Incredibly comfortable. Designed
to allow water to drain right through while
a metallic grid, in the sole, prevents rocks
or debris from entering. Whether walking
through a stream or hiking the trails,
the insole channels are designed to drain
all moisture.
TRULY INNOVATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL.

PAUL HUBNER BAFFIN INC.
Owner & CTO (Chief Testing Officer)

Customer Service: 1-800-387-5858
Email: sales@baffin.com

